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Global sea level rise (SLR) is one of the most immediate impacts of climate change,41
and poses a significant threat to low-lying coastal communities worldwide. The metropoli-42
tan region of Hampton Roads in Southeastern Virginia is one such community, and one43
where knowledge surrounding SLR is rapidly accumulating. However, most of the re-44
search is focused exclusively on surface water processes despite the presence of a shallow45
groundwater table closely connected to them. SLR will continue to cause the ground-46
water table to rise in tidally influenced areas of Hampton Roads, and thereby decrease47
storage capacity of the unsaturated zone.48
This study investigates the spatial and temporal response of the groundwater table49
to SLR and precipitation. A tidal watershed, West Neck Creek, in Hampton Roads50
was chosen to conduct a conceptual yet realistic simulation of the hydrologic cycle us-51
ing historical precipitation data with SLR scenarios from 0 m (current) to 2 m in 1 m52
intervals. Groundwater infiltration from the land surface, recharge, and evapotranspi-53
ration are modeled using the Unsaturated-Zone Flow package with MODFLOW-NWT.54
Groundwater rise is simulated by increasing the stage of the tidal stream that drains55
the watershed. Precipitation and overland runoff are simulated using the surface water56
model SWMM. The two models are coupled to permit the exchange of boundary condi-57
tion values at each time step. An ensemble approach is taken to test model sensitivity to58
a variety of parameters.59
The findings of the study demonstrated the potential for the effects of SLR-induced60
groundwater rise to become a damaging hazard to Virginia Beach communities and61
ecosystems. Most of the potential damages arose from increased interactions of ground-62
water levels with subsurface infrastructure. Additional runoff was found to be of lesser63
concern, because the prevalent soils in West Neck Creek are characterized by slow in-64
filtration rates. The results of the sensitivity analysis provided encouraging results, in65
that changes in parameters did not have excessively large effects on forcing variables.66
Overall, this study provides a foundation to guide future scientific and engineering efforts67
to mitigate and adapt to the increasing threat of SLR-induced groundwater rise.68
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1CHAPTER 1183
INTRODUCTION184
As humanity continues to push the Earth out of the relatively stable Holocene into the185
Anthropocene, there is an urgent need to create the knowledge necessary to adapt to this186
transition (Rockstrom et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015). The warming planet is already187
resulting in rising seas, and with nearly half the global population living within 100 km188
of an ocean, SLR poses a significant threat to low-lying coastal communities worldwide189
(Harbaugh 2005; Small 2003). Further, the latest research suggests that minimum190
and maximum estimates of SLR projected for this century and beyond are higher than191
previously determined, and could occur sooner than expected due to instabilities in the192
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets (Sweet et al. 2017). As shown in Figure 1, under193
the red ‘business-as-usual’ emissions scenario, a 2.5 m increase in global sea levels has a194
90% conditional probability to occur before the end of this century.
Figure 1: Global Mean Sea Level Rise Scenarios for 2100. The lowest scenario is based
on historical data, projecting the current rate of 3 mm/yr constantly into the future. Ice
sheet dynamics and greater ocean/atmospheric warming are included as the scenarios
increase in magnitude (source: Sweet et al. 2017).
195
Despite this understanding, there is still much uncertainty in future SLR. Ice sheet196
melt rates are not well understood (Alley et al. 2015), and changes in ocean currents may197
accelerate SLR well beyond predicted levels in some regions (Ezer et al. 2013). Further,198
the probability of rapid sea level rise is recently thought to be increasing (Hansen et al.199
2016). Regardless of extent, localities experience SLR differently than global averages,200
with some experiencing much faster rates (Fig. 2).201
The metropolitan region of Hampton Roads in Southeastern Virginia, home to over202
1.5 million people (U.S. Census Bureau 2012) and the world’s largest naval base, is one203
such community. Large parts of it have low relief, and the entire region is experiencing204
land subsidence from ground-water (GW) withdrawals and post-glacial adjustment (Scott205
2Figure 2: Local rates of sea level rise on the Atlantic and gulf coasts of the US (source:
NOAA 2017).
et al. 2010; Eggleston & Pope 2013). These characteristics contribute to Hampton Roads206
experiencing the highest rates of local SLR on the Atlantic Coast of the United States207
(Zervas 2009).208
Negative impacts of SLR felt already today, such as inundation, flooding, and GW209
contamination, will continue to affect Hampton Roads’ environments. Inundation and210
erosion may cause valuable infrastructure, including the Virginia Port Authority and211
Norfolk Naval Base to become unusable (Wright & Hogan 2008; Li et al. 2012). Storm212
surge flooding poses an increasing threat to the human populations of coastal neighbor-213
hoods (Kleinosky et al. 2006; McFarlane 2011), and to thousands of acres of protected214
lands (McFarlane 2012). Freshwater aquifers are vulnerable to vertical migration of con-215
taminants from inundation and overland flooding (Masterson & Garabedian 2007), and216
to the horizontal movement of salt water into fresh GW aquifers – the process known as217
saltwater intrusion (SWI).218
While the body of knowledge surrounding SLR in Hampton Roads is rapidly accumu-219
lating, most of the research is focused on surface water processes. However, water tables220
in coastal unconfined aquifers are increasing in connection with SLR (Masterson 2004;221
Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012; Bjerklie et al. 2012). When the GW table intersects the land222
surface or infiltrates subsurface infrastructure, it causes localized GW flooding (Fig. 3)223
(Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012).224
3Figure 3: Flooding occurring as SLR forces GW levels above the land surface in Honolulu,
Hawaii (source: Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012).
Though it is conceptually clear that the GW levels rise in response to precipitation-225
induced infiltration, how a specific aquifer reacts depends on numerous factors, such226
as antecedent soil-water conditions, rainfall characteristics, and subsurface flow (Fetter227
2014, p. 54). At locations with a shallow depth to water (DTW), the potential exists228
for precipitation events to saturate the vadose zone, preventing infiltration and causing229
overland runoff (Dunne & Leopold 1978). This inability of precipitation to infiltrate has230
become a significant problem in the United Kingdom (UK), where widespread and long-231
term GW flooding can result during winter months with above average rainfall (Morris232
et al. 2015).233
To properly account for future risk of GW flooding, potential effects of climate change234
also must be considered to understand how the water table response to rainfall will be235
altered in the future. Several studies have explored the water table response to changed236
rainfall characteristics, but neglected to consider SLR, such as Pinault et al. (2005); Kid-237
mose et al. (2013). Others have modeled changes in recharge with increases in SLR, but238
stopped short of analyzing specific rainfall scenarios (Bjerklie et al. 2012; Vandenbohede239
et al. 2008). Fordyce (2014) united these approaches in a study of storm events and240
SLR scenarios to demonstrate an increase in flood frequency for equal rainfall amounts241
under higher sea levels. While that study effectively determined the spatial extent of GW242
flooding, it did not consider the effects of a higher water table on runoff generation.243
Even in areas where a shallow GW table does not rise above the land surface to cause244
flooding, a higher water table inhibits the ability of precipitation to infiltrate into the sub-245
surface, potentially interacting with subsurface infrastructure and/or causing increased246
stormwater runoff (Sophocleous 2004; Bjerklie et al. 2012). To explore these effects, this247
4thesis undertook an investigation into how SLR-induced GW rise responds to historical248
precipitation by:249
1. Developing a steady-state GW flow model representative of present day conditions,250
2. Simulating changes in GW levels for future SLR scenarios using the historic rainfall251
record, and252
3. Performing a sensitivity analysis on the model parameters to discern the impact of253
SLR in various model configurations254
To achieve these objectives, first a three-dimensional GW flow model was constructed255
using a Newton Formulation for MODFLOW-2005 (MODFLOW-NWT) that delineated256
the spatial extent of a SLR-induced increase in GW levels (Niswonger et al. 2011). Next,257
a surface water model was built using the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s258
storm water management model (SWMM) to separate precipitation events into infil-259
tration and runoff (Rossman 2015). The unsaturated-zone flow (UZF1) package for260
MODFLOW-NWT simulated the movement of this infiltration through the unsaturated261
zone of an unconfined aquifer (Niswonger et al. 2006). Finally, runoff was routed by262
the land surface capabilities of SWMM, until it exited the system via evapotranspiration263
(ET), infiltration, or as flow into a surface water body. These processes are fundamen-264
tally linked, so an interface was developed using the programming language Python 2.7265
to couple MODFLOW-NWT and SWMM, enabling the exchange of information at each266
time step.267
West Neck Creek (WNC) watershed in southern Virginia Beach was chosen for the268
investigation of these relationships. It has a relatively simple hydrogeologic structure that269
enables results to be extrapolated to other catchments. Further, it is largely undeveloped270
land, which permits a better representation of natural processes. Finally, the importance271





The hydrologic cycle is the collection of processes by which water moves through278
different reservoirs above, within, and upon the earth. (Fig. 4). The largest of these279
reservoirs are the oceans, with 97.2% of the world’s water supply (Feth 1973). Others280
include ice caps and glaciers, GW, surface water, soil moisture, and the atmosphere.281
Figure 4: Movement of water through the hydrologic cycle (source: Tal 2016)
The cycle has no beginning or end, but for convenience we start with water stored as282
vapor in the atmosphere. As air becomes saturated, vapor condenses into droplets or ice283
crystals to fall under gravity as precipitation. If this precipitation reaches the ground, it284
infiltrates into the subsurface, is held temporarily as storage, or flows overland as runoff.285
Eventually, this water returns to the atmosphere via evaporation and transpiration.286
For a specific area and time, these processes are most simply quantitatively evaluated287
with the law of mass conservation (Fetter 2014, p. 20):288
Inflow = outflow ± changes in storage (1)
Most often, rainfall is the dominant inflow and ET, the lumped term for the processes of289
evaporation and transpiration, the dominant outflow (Xu & Singh 1998). Water is mainly290
stored in surface water, such as oceans and lakes, in solid form as part of the cryosphere,291
6or below ground in subsurface rock or sediment formations. These underground geologic292
units are broadly classified into aquifers or confining units (sometimes called aquitards)293
depending on how easily they transmit water (Fetter 2014, p. 113). Aquifers are further294
subdivided into confined aquifers, whose upper boundary is a confining unit, or unconfined295
aquifers, whose upper boundary is called the water table (Fig. 5). Generally, the water296
table is the top of the saturated zone where the pore water and atmospheric pressure are297
equivalent. Between the water table and land surface exists the unsaturated, or vadose,298
zone.299
Figure 5: Diagram depicting a typical aquifer layout with local and regional flow systems.
Adapted from Wehrmann (2008).
The amount of water in the unsaturated zone (UZ), known as soil-moisture or soil-300
water content, exerts a strong influence on the transition of water from above to below301
ground. It is vital to understand these processes and their relationships with the storage302
reservoirs because they are fundamentally important to human societies.303
Understanding the GW resources is particularly important because they contain over304
98% of the planet’s available freshwater (Gleick 1996), and are increasingly threatened305
by overuse and climate change (Ferguson & Gleeson 2012; Richey et al. 2015). Of306
these resources, shallow unconfined aquifers are most used simply because they are much307
easier to access than those beneath them. For the same reason, these are most easily308
recharged by rainfall that percolates through the soil and unsaturated zone, uninhibited309
7by a confining unit, to become saturated flow. In this way, the position of the water table310
that forms the upper boundary of the saturated zone in such shallow unconfined aquifers311
is strongly influenced by precipitation (Healy & Cook 2002; van Gaalen et al. 2013;312
Viswanathan 1983). However, the position of the water table is also subject to a num-313
ber of natural and anthropogenic factors, such as seasonal changes and GW withdrawals314
that can significantly impact the shallow GW system (Khaled et al. 2011). Addition-315
ally, a shallow depth to the water table (DTW) is often the controlling factor in what316
plant species can inhibit an area, and can pose a hazard to underground infrastructure317
(Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 2001; Va´zquez-Sun˜e´ et al. 2005). Water table position is thus318
an important factor in understanding the shallow GW system and how it interacts with319
other parts of the hydrological cycle.320
Therefore, the research presented in this thesis seeks to add to the body of knowledge321
investigating the position of the water table and how its positions affects the natural and322
built environment. This chapter proceeds by summarizing the hydrologic processes that323
contribute to GW recharge. It describes the general properties of aquifers, specifically324
those that interact with surficial and coastal processes to affect the water table. Next,325
an overview is given of the current state of knowledge related to SLR, with specific con-326
sideration given to issues related to GW. The chapter concludes with a brief restatement327
of the research objective and the challenges of meeting it.328
329 2.2 GROUNDWATER RECHARGE330
As shown in Figure 5 (p. 6), land surface is connected to subsurface GW via the331
UZ. Water originating as precipitation must infiltrate through the land surface and pass332
through the UZ before adding to the saturated zone of an aquifer. Overland runoff occurs333
when the rate of precipitation exceeds that of infiltration, or there is an an absence of334
available UZ space to store additional water. In some circumstances, laterally flowing335
infiltrated water (interflow) will resurface and join overland runoff. Water that seeps336
downward and reaches the saturated zone serves as recharge to GW, and depending337
on where it enters the flow system, will follow a local, intermediate or regional flow338
path (Toth 1963). Generally, GW flow paths reflect topography, with water moving339
from upland recharge zones to low-elevation discharge zones (Toth 1963). Within these340
systems, flow gradients are determined by changes in hydraulic head, which is a measure341
of the total energy available to move GW. However, for recharge to occur, infiltrating342
water must overcome losses that occur in the UZ due to ET (Earman & Dettinger 2011).343
Infiltration into the subsurface vadose zone is the result of the vertical forces of gravity344
and capillary action. Capillary action, or capillarity, is a combination of surface tension345
and adhesive forces between water and soil molecules that generally acts in the upward346
direction. Before these forces can act upon infiltrated water, precipitation must penetrate347
the land surface. Impervious surfaces, such as paved roads or parking lots and compacted348
8soils prevent infiltration, increasing overland runoff. Conversely, vegetated land-cover349
can facilitate infiltration by protecting the soil from compaction upon raindrop impact,350
breaking it up through root action, and promoting the presence of biota which create351
space through motion (Horton 1941, p. 54). Furthermore, during a precipitation event,352
infiltration rate decreases over time, as shown in Figure 6. Once in the subsurface,
Figure 6: Infiltration capacity curves for soils with different antecedent conditions. The
infiltration capacity (Ic) of a soil decreases exponentially with time (t) until the soil is
fully saturated (Ksat) (source: Bear 1999).
353
infiltrated water is predominantly vertically-flowing fluid with a rate dependent on soil354
properties, water content of the soil, and depth to the water table (Gregory et al. 1999).355
The soil properties of porosity and hydraulic conductivity determine the volume avail-356
able to accept infiltration. Porosity is the percentage of sediment that is void space,357
calculated as the volume of void space in a sediment divided by the total volume of the358
sediment. It is dependent upon the shape and orientation of the grains, and decreases359
with differences in grain size (Fetter 2014, p. 88). Hydraulic conductivity is the rate at360
which a fluid can move through a permeable medium. It is dependent on both the fluid361
itself and the material the fluid is passing through; more viscous fluids will move more362
slowly through materials with smaller pore diameters. If the precipitation rate applied to363
a soil is higher than this rate, water will temporarily be prevented from infiltrating, and364
result in unsaturated runoff, known as Hortonian overland flow (Horton 1933). Further,365
because hydraulic conductivity is impacted by the fluid itself, infiltration rate depends366
on the amount of water present in the soil.367
The water content of a soil is expressed as the ratio of the volume of water to the368
9volume of void space (Fig. 7). The antecedent conditions, or the amount of water present369
in the subsurface before a precipitation event, exert a strong control on infiltration by370
dictating the initial infiltration capacity of the soil (Fig. 6). Field capacity and wilting371
point are determined by the opposing forces of gravity and capillarity. Water content372
at field capacity, though not constant over time, is practically defined as the maximum373
amount of water that can be held against gravity (Veihmeyer & Hendrickson 1931;374
Gregory et al. 1999). Thus, only when the water content of the soil within the UZ is375
above field capacity can it percolate downwards to recharge GW. However, not all the376
water above field capacity may reach the saturated zone because water content greater377
than the wilting point can be removed via ET (Earman & Dettinger 2011).378
Figure 7: Conceptual soil moisture profile in which soil water content varies by soil type,
and ranges from oven dry (0) to completely saturated (1). Intermediate values of wilting
point and field capacity include values of the energy potential of water as indicated by
the moisture tension in the soil (source: Schroeder et al. 1994).
Infiltrated water that does eventually reach the saturated zone will cause the water379
table to rise, having a complex feedback on GW recharge. A higher water table decreases380
porosity by filling the void spaces in the vadose zone from below (Gregory et al. 1999).381
If the water table reaches the land surface, no water can infiltrate, and subsequent pre-382
cipitation flows overland as Dunnian runoff (Dunne & Black 1970). However, increasing383
the water content of the soil reduces the capillary pressures that cause water to cling384
to sediment, inhibiting flow (Horton 1933). Therefore as the water table rises, there385
are simultaneously void spaces in the UZ being filled while new ones are opening up as386
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water flows faster away from the surface. Recharge in shallow unconfined aquifers is thus387
impacted by processes at the land surface, and in both the vadose and saturated zones.388
389 2.3 COASTAL AQUIFERS390
2.3.1 TRANSITION ZONE391
Shallow aquifers are often found in coastal areas, where the land elevation approaches392
sea level and GW discharges to the oceans (Glover 1959). Recharge rates are especially393
important in coastal aquifers because they are the responsible for this discharge, which is394
the major factor in determining the landward extent of saline ocean waters (Barlow 2003).395
Over geologic time, GW discharge, known as submarine groundwater discharge (SGD), is396
balanced by mean sea level, which establishes average GW levels and the corresponding397
water table position (Horn 2002). However, the relative positions of freshwater and398
saltwater are not static, but subject to mixing and other coastal oceanic processes.399
The transition zone, or zone of dispersion, is where freshwater flows seaward from400
beneath the ground to mix with salty ocean water (Fig. 8). Due to its mixed nature,401
there is no exact method for defining it, but it can generally be considered where there402
is a range of total dissolved solids between 1,000 and 35,000 mg/L and chloride ranging403
from ∼250 to 19,000 mg/L (Barlow 2003). Mixing occurs by dispersion and diffusion404
due to the heterogeneities and hydraulic properties of the aquifer, and dynamical forces,405
such as waves and tides.406
Changes in ocean levels cause oscillations in the location of the transition zone, which407
can propagate through aquifers to influence GW levels (Turner 1998). With distance in-408
land, lag time between movements in ocean levels and related GW fluctuations increases,409
while amplitude of the GW changes decreases (Jacob 1950; Carr & Van Der Kamp 1969).410
This decrease is rapid, thus the effects of a fluctuating body rarely alter GW conditions411
further than 1 km away (Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012). However, the actual distance GW412
is effected is highly dependent on the aquifer and confining unit properties of the GW413
system in question (Li et al. 1999). Further, it is increasingly being shown that GW414
recharge pathways are impacted by dynamic near-shore processes of wave-setup and sea-415
water recirculation (Robinson et al. 2007). Thus, processes in the transition zone are416
related to GW levels in complex, nonlinear ways.417
2.3.2 SALTWATER INTRUSION418
To manage the complexity of the transition zone, it is often envisioned as a sharp419
boundary, known as the fresh water/saltwater interface (FW/SWI), which separates420
freshwater above from denser saline water below (Bear 1999). This simplification can fa-421
cilitate scientific inquiries, especially into matters concerned with the freshwater resources422
of coastal aquifers, which are relied upon by over a billion people worldwide (Kundzewicz423
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Figure 8: Fresh discharging GW mixes with saline ocean water within the transition zone
to form a fresh water/saltwater interface. Adapted from: Barlow (2003).
& Doell 2009). The natural processes just discussed, along with anthropogenic influences424
such as withdrawal of fresh GW, can lead to contamination of these resources by salt-425
water. This movement of saline seawater into freshwater aquifers is known as SWI, and426
has been an active area of research since it was recognized in 1854 (Bear 1999; Barlow427
2003) (Fig. 9).428
There are several mechanisms which cause SWI, whose severity depends on local and429
regional factors, such as GW use, topography, and vertical land motion. Upconing is430
the vertical movement of saltwater in response to GW withdrawals (Reilly & Goodman431
1987). As water is extracted from a freshwater aquifer, a ‘cone of depression’ forms432
around a pumping well, reversing the natural hydraulic gradient from seaward to inland433
(Theis 1938). If this cone spreads deep enough, seawater will flow into the well, con-434
taminating the freshwater supplies. Fresh GW can also be contaminated vertically from435
above when saline water infiltrates from the ground surface. This process, known as land436
surface inundation (LSI), most often occurs due to storm surges that flood coastal lands437
with saline overwash (Anderson 2014). Several case studies have shown that chloride438
concentrations can exceed safe levels for months after an inundation event, indicating439
that this is a particularly hazardous form of SWI. (Anderson 2002; Illangasekare et al.440
2006; Holding & Allen 2015).441
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Figure 9: Saltwater intrusion occurring vertically and horizontally in a coastal aquifer.
Adapted from Feltgen (2015).
Saltwater may also intrude laterally, as the toe of the FW/SWI migrates landward in442
response to warm climates that increase global mean sea level (Fig. 9). As sea levels rise,443
saline water heads increase at the ocean boundary of the transition zone that induce more444
saltwater into the freshwater zones of coastal aquifers (Bear 1999). Although others have445
shown both overpumping and LSI to be more severe forms of SWI (Ferguson & Gleeson446
2012; Ataie-Ashtiani et al. 2013), lateral movement of the FW/SWI can have grave447
long-term consequences that are receiving renewed attention (Werner & Simmons 2009;448
Watson et al. 2010; Oude Essink et al. 2010). Many of these recent inquiries are due449
to increasing mean sea levels, which are forcing the saltwater wedge inland at timescales450
relevant to water resource managers (Watson et al. 2010; Feseker 2007).451
2.3.3 SEA LEVEL RISE452
Climate change induced SLR (Fig. 1, p. 1) is expected to increase the potential for453
SWI. Not only will saltwater transgress laterally, but higher water levels more easily surge454
landward to contaminate GW from above. Due to spatial differences in rates of local SLR455
(Fig. 2, p. 2) and the importance of local hydrogeology, most studies have focused on456
specific aquifers and relied on numerical models to simulate complex subsurface processes457
(Sherif & Singh 1999; Masterson 2004; Sanford et al. 2009; Oude Essink et al. 2010;458
Rozell & Wong 2010). The Netherlands is particularly vulnerable to SWI because a third459
of its flat lands lie below mean sea-level (Huisman et al. 1998). Several studies have460
shown it is already taking place, and will be exacerbated by future SLR (Oude Essink461
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2001; Oude Essink et al. 2010). Global investigations do exist, such as those taken by462
Werner & Simmons (2009) and Holly et al. (2013). The former found that the movement463
of the FW/SWI interface depended greatly on the inland boundary condition: if GW464
levels rose with SLR to maintain GW discharge rates there was minimal SWI, whereas if465
GW levels remained constant the salt water toe migrated kilometers inland. Holly et al.466
(2013) determined that aquifer properties, rather than uncertainties in the magnitude of467
SLR, are the most important factor in determining the extent of SWI.468
Along with SWI, coastal flooding is a major hazard that is increasing due to SLR.469
Coastal flooding occurs in two main forms: marine and GW inundation (Fig. 3, p. 3).470
Marine inundation is overland flooding that results from coastal processes such as storm471
surges and tides. While this type of coastal flooding has been the subject of extensive472
inquiries, the main modeling technique only utilizes land surface elevations to identify473
areas vulnerable to flooding (Romah 2012). This oversimplification does not account for474
the possibility of the water table to rise with SLR above the land surface, thus resulting475
in GW inundation.476
In recent years, several case studies have shown that GW inundation can be a major477
part of coastal flooding. Rotzoll & Fletcher (2012) used an analytical model to show that478
for a 0.33 m SLR scenario flooding from GW would contribute over 50% to the total479
flooded area. Manda et al. (2015) investigated GW rise in Bogues Bank, North Carolina,480
using a geographic information system (GIS) and concluded that the proportion of land481
inundated by GW will be comparable to that subject to marine inundation. In the482
Hampton Roads region of Virginia, Moss (2016) also used a GIS to determine that over483
70% of the total flooded area would be from GW inundation for a SLR of ∼0.5 m.484
Numerical simulations have produced similar results (Bjerklie et al. 2012; Rekker 2012;485
Masterson et al. 2014), indicating the flooding will occur from below the ground, as well486
from overtop, due to SLR.487
Even when GW levels don’t rise high enough to overtop the land surface to cause488
flooding, an elevated water table can have detrimental effects on the built environment.489
Underflooding occurs when high water table conditions come in contact with the foun-490
dations of structures. This can reduce their load carrying capacity by corroding their491
foundations, especially in older buildings (Lerner & Barrett 1996; Va´zquez-Sun˜e´ et al.492
2005; Morrison & Taylor 1994). Underground infrastructure, such as storm water and493
wastewater pipes, and communications networks are also susceptible to deterioration via494
underflooding (Johnson et al. 2001). When GW infiltrates pipes through cracks in the495
casing, the networks experience loads beyond their designed capacity, increasing risks496
such as sewer overflow, and decreasing the efficiency of the overall system (Ellis 2001;497
Heywood 1997). With the higher tides produced by SLR, these potential risks become498
chronic hazards (Dahl et al. 2017).499
High GW levels will also have consequences for the natural environment. Many plant500
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species rely on the uptake of GW for their water needs, and thus changing the depth501
to water may cause water-tolerant plants to dominate an ecosystem (Rodriguez-Iturbe502
et al. 2001). While some lands that are currently wetlands will become permanently503
submerged, others will expand and new ones will emerge (Rotzoll & Fletcher 2012).504
However, the GW in some areas may be excessively saline, stunting or preventing plant505
growth (Wong et al. 2014). Finally, higher GW levels will limit infiltration, which can506
lead to increased runoff rates that may deliver contaminants to water bodies, intensify507
erosion, and/or cause precipitation induced flooding as runoff ponds on the land surface.508
To minimize the threats caused by GW rise it is essential to understand how shallow509
GW levels in coastal aquifers will respond to SLR. Because the position of the water table510
is dependent on recharge rates as well as sea level, it is valuable to understand how past511
precipitation and infiltration have controlled the height of the water table. With this512
knowledge as a foundation, it becomes possible to make projections about how future513
SLR scenarios could impact GW levels.514
However, the complex, nonlinear relationships between these various processes makes515
the understanding of coastal systems challenging. This is complicated by the underground516
nature of aquifer systems, which presents difficulties in data collection. Further, what517
data is collected may not be an accurate representation of an aquifer due to the high level518
of heterogeneity of coastal systems. And of course, developing an understanding of the519
future depends upon the primary assumption of uniformity, which is often not the case,520
especially given climate change is changing the state of the earth system to one which we521
have very little information about.522
Nevertheless, water resources are a vital resource that must be managed using the523
best knowledge we can create. Thus, there is a long history of attempts to understand524
surface and GW systems using a variety of modeling techniques. Such tools are essential525
not for predicting the future, but for developing foresight that enables us to consider526
possible scenarios, such as different rates of SLR, and the impacts they may have on the527





Abstracting reality to a simpler model to aid in understanding is a necessary and useful533
enterprise in the hydrological sciences. Models of different types are needed because we534
are limited in our ability to perfectly represent reality by a lack of measurements, and a535
lack of techniques with which to gather and assimilate the needed data.536
However, the models themselves are fundamentally limited by epistemic uncertainty,537
our lack of complete understanding of the processes and characteristics of the system538
we’re trying to represent. Nevertheless, as shown in Chapter 2, a detailed understanding539
of future hydrological changes is needed to protect freshwater resources, ecosystems, and540
communities from water-related hazards. When used as tools to explore possible futures,541
models can provide useful insights for achieving such tasks542
Hydrological models can generally be divided into three categories based on which543
aspect of the water cycle they are concerned with: rainfall-runoff, GW, or integrated544
surface/subsurface flow. The former must have a runoff generation component that par-545
titions rainfall into runoff or infiltration, and a runoff routing component that accounts546
for the contributions of runoff to the catchment outlet (Beven 2011, p. 16). GW models547
are generally concerned with GW flow, solute transport, heat flow, aquifer deformation,548
or some combination of the above (Fetter 2014, p. 516). The advent of digital computers549
has enabled different surface water/ground-water (SW/GW) models to be integrated in550
complicated ways to represent the interdependencies of surface processes, infiltration in551
the UZ, and GW flows (Sophocleous 2002; Furman 2008). Computers are continuously552
facilitating the solution or approximation of quantitative, equation-based models and will553
be the focus of the following review.554
At the most basic level, quantitative models can be subdivided based on the scale555
at which they aggregate measurements into variables (Beven 1989). At one end of the556
spectrum are ‘lumped’ models, which essentially treat an area of inquiry, or catchment, as557
a single unit. Using this approach it is relatively easy to build a model that produces the558
desired outputs given a set of input data. However, it is generally considered a ‘blackbox’559
model in that there is no insight into the processes that produce the output. The other end560
of the spectrum, ‘distributed’ models, divide a catchment into smaller units and distribute561
properties, called parameters, that vary heterogeneously. These models are still effectively562
‘lumped’ at the resolution of the representative unit, but can represent processes between563
unit and catchment scales (Singh & Woolhiser 2002). However, because each unit will564
need to have representative parameters, it is often difficult to gather enough data to build565
distributed models that produce accurate results.566
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Calibration is the process of adjusting the parameters in a model such that it produces567
results that best match observations. However, due to spatial and temporal differences568
in measurements and required parameters values, it can be difficult or impossible to569
gather the data required for their estimation (Beven 1989). Even when measurements570
are considered to be reliable parameter values, a large amount of diverse observations571
are required to show that the model is well calibrated (Gupta & Sorooshian 1985; Yapo572
et al. 1996). Further, in most cases there is no optimal parameter set, and thus multiple573
models with different parameters can reproduce observations for a certain input dataset,574
but likely differ greatly in their representation of reality (Beven 1993). This principle of575
equifinality, in conjunction with the many results showing that models always perform576
worse for independent data than calibrated data, leads to the need for verification and577
validation (V&V) of hydrological models (Gupta et al. 1998; Refsgaard & Henriksen578
2004).579
In their seminal paper on V&V, Oreskes et al. (1994) defined verification as demon-580
strating that a model is true, and a valid model as one that “does not contain known or581
detectable flaws, and is internally consistent”. They conclude that true V&V is impossible582
because knowledge of the necessary input parameters cannot be perfectly known for nat-583
ural systems. Nevertheless, models can be valuable heuristic tools if model performance584
is within an acceptable uncertainty range as compared to independent observations, i.e.,585
observations not used in calibration (Oreskes et al. 1994; Refsgaard & Henriksen 2004).586
In this way, validation is limited to a ‘domain of applicability’, and can be determined587
good enough when it meets accuracy criteria that are established by not only modelers588
and researchers, but also by those who use the model to make decisions (Refsgaard &589
Henriksen 2004). Thus, despite that all models are wrong, some can be useful (Box &590
Draper 1987).591
Aside from decision making and prediction, models can be useful in a variety of592
ways, such as bounding outcomes or challenging paradigms (Epstein 2008). This re-593
search develops and uses a model to illustrate the core relationships between SLR induced594
GW rise, rainfall/runoff, and infiltration. It intends to demonstrate first principles, and595
highlight uncertainties that could be resolved with future data-collection efforts. To596
demonstrate the interactions of these principles, a rainfall/runoff model (SWMM) and597
GW model (Modular Three-Dimensional Finite-Difference Ground-Water Flow Model598
(MODFLOW)), are coupled to connect processes at the land surface, in the UZ, and in599
the saturated zone of a coastal aquifer. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to sum-600
marizing the three major types of hydrological models described above: rainfall/runoff,601
GW, and coupled SW/GW. Each section begins with a brief summary of major develop-602
ments in the field and then is followed by a more detailed analysis of the models used for603
this investigation.604
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605 3.2 RAINFALL/RUNOFF MODELS606
Dozens, if not hundreds, of models have been created to investigate the two main607
processes of surface hydrology: runoff generation and runoff routing (Singh & Woolhiser608
2002). Early constructions, such as the Rational Method, developed by Thomas Mulvaney609
(1851, reproduced in Loague 2010), and the unit hydrograph concept (Sherman 1932),610
use lumped approaches in which the runoff routing component is determined by relating611
the peak of a stream flow time series (hydrograph) to a rainfall event. Within a channel,612
stream-flow is considered to behave according to the shallow water equations (Saint-613
Venant 1871). These Saint-Venant equations, after their original deriver, include mass614
and momentum components that model unsteady flow in a channel (or overland) of615
arbitrary geometry. While these methods are commonly used together to model surface616
water dynamics, they neglect the component of runoff generation and thus the role of617
infiltration.618
In his seminal paper, Horton (1933) empirically determined a maximum infiltration619
capacity of soils. He argued surface and soil characteristics would cause an exponential620
decline in the amount of precipitation infiltrating the subsurface according to:621




fp is the infiltration capacity into soil626
f∞ is the minimum or equilibrium value of fp627
f0 is the maximum or initial value of fp628
kd is the decay coefficient, and629
t is the time from beginning of storm (Horton 1933; adapted from Rossman & Huber630
2016).631
Rainfall in excess of this maximum capacity is prevented from infiltrating, thus resulting in632
runoff.633
In contrast to (and earlier than) Horton, Green & Ampt (1911) developed a physically based634
model of infiltration known as the Green-Ampt Method. This method separates a vertical635
column of soil into two zones separated by a ‘wetting front’ (Fig. 10). These zones have636
different, but constant amounts of water content: saturated and initial moisture conditions.637
Rate of infiltration then results from the difference in hydraulic head (after accounting for the638
opposite pressure at the wetting front due to capillary action) at the surface and wetting front.639
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Figure 10: Zonal depiction of the Green-Ampt infiltration model from Rossman & Huber
(2016). Original adapted from Nicklow et al. (2006).
Therefore, the Green-Ampt method accounts for capillary tension and differences in wa-640
ter content, but oversimplifies the latter by discretizing to only two divisions and neglecting641
horizontal flow. Moreover, the Green-Ampt model assumes an unrealistic infinite vertical soil642
profile (Liu et al. 2010).643
The most rigorous quantitative model of infiltration was developed in the early 20th century644
by Richards (1931). He described the movement of water through the UZ in one vertical645













K is the hydraulic conductivity of the material in the direction of flow651
ψ is the pressure head652
z is the elevation above a vertical datum653
θ is the volumetric water content, and654
t is time (Richards 1931).655
This model accounts for the continuously changing relationship of water content with depth,656
and that of hydraulic conductivity with degree of saturation. However, these relationships are657
nonlinear and a only a few solutions have been developed under ideal lab conditions (Serrano658
2004). Nevertheless, simplifications can be made to approximate solutions, such as those devel-659
oped by Serrano (2004) and (Niswonger et al. 2006).660
Today, computing power has enabled the creation of models capable of simulating all these661
aspects of the hydrological cycle - rainfall/runoff, infiltration, and channel/overland flow (Singh662
& Woolhiser 2002). The first to do so was the Stanford Watershed Model (now Hydrological663
Simulation Program - Fortran (HSPF)) (Crawford & Linsley 1966; Johanson & Davis 1980),664
and others such as HEC-HMS, GSSHA, and SWAT have followed (Feldman 2000; Downer &665
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Ogden 2002; Arnold et al. 2012). Many others models make simplifications in catchment666
designation (Beven et al. 1984; Neitsch et al. 2001) and/or physical processes (Neitsch et al.667
2001; Markstrom et al. 2015) to focus on certain aspects of the hydrological cycle at the668
expense of others. SWMM, for example, is capable of high resolution flow routing, but reduces669
GW flow to a simple storage compartment governed by mass balance (Rossman 2015).670
Nevertheless, SWMM has been used successfully to simulate runoff quantity and quality for671
both single and long-term continuous events (Rossman 2015). The applications of SWMM are672
far reaching, with a variety of uses documented by Girona´s et al. (2009). This manual, complete673
with worked-out examples, demonstrates the use of SWMM for such tasks as calculating runoff674
for a residential site before and after it was developed, and assessing performance of a detention675
pond subject to a ten year period of historical rainfall (Girona´s et al. 2009). It has been used676
in a variety of site-specific case studies (Temprano et al. 2005; Peterson & Wicks 2006; Jang677
et al. 2007; Tian et al. 2015) that have varied from small urban catchments (Tsihrintzis &678
Hamid 1998) to larger rural watersheds (Davis et al. 2007). While SWMM was originally679
designed for areas smaller than 1 km2, it has been used with some success in areas over 200680
km2 (Barco et al. 2008).681
SWMM is so versatile because it conceptualizes the hydrological cycle as four separate, but682
interrelated components: atmosphere, land, sub-surface, and conveyance. The processes that683
occur within and between these compartments are shown in Figure 11.684
Figure 11: Conceptual model of the hydrological cycle in SWMM. The controls facilitate
the simulation of engineered structures designed to manage stormwater runoff using nat-
ural features. The component can be used to model the movement of rain or subsurface
water into and through a sewer network (source: Rossman & Huber 2016).
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Generally, precipitation falls from the atmosphere component to the land surface, where it685
evaporates back to the atmosphere, infiltrates into the sub-surface compartment, or flows as686
runoff into the conveyance system. The conveyance compartment consists of a network of687
structures that transport water to terminal endpoints. Importantly, these components do not688
necessarily rely on one another, which allows a model to be built without using them all.689
This study made particular use of the land surface compartment of SWMM to partition690
precipitation into infiltration and runoff. In SWMM, the land surface is discretized into ho-691
mogeneous two dimensional rectangular areas called subcatchments which receive precipitation692
and generate runoff (Rossman & Huber 2016). The discretization can be based on character-693
istics such as land-cover, surface elevation, or drainage boundaries. Runoff is estimated using694
the nonlinear reservoir model shown in Figure 12 (Chen & Shubinski 1971).695
Figure 12: Nonlinear reservoir model of a subcatchment. The subcatchment receives
inflow from precipitation and losses from evaporation and infiltration. Excess water
ponds atop the surface to depth (d) and becomes runoff when it exceeds depression
storage depth (ds) (source: Rossman & Huber 2016).
Infiltration can be simulated using one of several methods, including Horton’s Method and the696
Green-Ampt Method. When runoff is produced, it is routed to the conveyance network or to697
another subcatchment at a rate calculated via Manning’s equation using water depth and land698
surface slope (Rossman 2015). By enabling overland re-routing between subcatchments, one699
can simulate runoff through heterogeneous subcatchments.700
This re-routing capability, along with the compartmentalized and open-source nature of701
SWMM were the primary reasons for choosing it for this study. The former enables infiltration702
to vary spatially during and after a precipitation event, which emphasizes the processes in the703
UZ. Because it is open source, components of the model code could be easily changed to facilitate704
coupling with a GW model. And because the SWMM compartments function independently,705
a small change to one component does not have an affect on unconnected parts. Additionally,706
SWMM has been successfully coupled to a GW model in several previous studies (Rowan 2001;707
Uchrin et al. 2002; Bulatewicz Jr 2006; Yergeau 2010).708
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709 3.3 GROUNDWATER710
GW modeling is a much more homogeneous field than rainfall/runoff modeling. While there711
are exceptions, such as the commercial programs HYDRUS (2D/3D) and FEFLOW (Sejna712
& Simunek 2007; Diersch 2002), subsurface modeling is dominated by the family of open713
source MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) programs written primarily in the Fortran programming714
language. Originally developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to consolidate715
GW simulation capabilities into one program, MODFLOW uses numerical methods to calculate716
a mass balance on water flow, where the flux values are hydraulic heads according to Darcy’s717
law:718




Q is the volumetric flow,720
K is the hydraulic conductivity of the material in the direction of flow721
A is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow,722
h1 − h2 is the head difference parallel to flow, and723
L is the length of the prism parallel to the flow path (Darcy 1856). Adapted from Harbaugh724
(2005).725
726
MODFLOW solves the finite-difference equation over a grid of rectangular cells by calculat-727
ing the hydraulic head at the center of each (Fig. 13). Since head is a function of time as well728
as space, time is discretized into individuals steps and head is calculated at each one (Harbaugh729
2005).730
Until the late 1990s, updates to MODFLOW were relatively minor changes intended to im-731
prove its ease of use (Harbaugh 2005). Conversely, MODFLOW-2000 was a major development732
which broadened the capabilities of MODFLOW beyond the realm of GW flow by incorporating733
pre/post processing techniques (Hill et al. 2000), solute transport modeling (Konikow et al.734
1996), and support for decision making (Ahlfeld et al. 2005). Most recently, MODFLOW-2005735
has improved internal data management by using global Fortran modules that allow sharing736
of data between subroutines (Harbaugh 2005). These updates have managed to maintain the737
original design criteria of being easy to use and modify, cementing MODFLOW’s status as the738
most used GW model (Barlow & Harbaugh 2006).739
Continual improvement of MODFLOW has been ensured by its modular structure, which740
enables the coupling of new packages that add functionality, such as saltwater intrusion (Bakker741
et al. 2013), without having to rewrite the source code (Barlow & Harbaugh 2006). Packages742
are continually being developed that link GW and surface water, such as the streamflow-routing743
packages SFR1 and SFR2 (Prudic et al. 2004; Niswonger & Prudic 2005; Barlow & Harbaugh744
2006). Further, the creation of unsaturated zone packages such as UZF1 (Niswonger et al.745
2006), and variable saturated flow (VSF) (Thoms et al. 2006) enable iterative coupling between746
surface and subsurface models (Furman 2008; Markstrom et al. 2008).747
Unfortunately even the most recent version, MODFLOW-2005, is not capable of robustly748
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Figure 13: Discretization of an aquifer system into rows and columns in the horizontal
plane, and layers in the vertical dimension (source: Harbaugh 2005).
handling these UZ processes. This is mainly due to problems associated with a fluctuating749
water table in an unconfined aquifer (Hunt & Feinstein 2012). Originally in MODFLOW-750
2005, if the water table dropped below the bottom a cell, that cell would become dry, and751
remain so for the remaining duration of the simulation. Subsequently, attempts were made752
that enabled ‘re-wetting’ in order to overcome this inaccurate representation of reality, but753
these were numerically unstable and often prevented the model from converging to a solution754
(Doherty 2001).755
In response to these limitations, Niswonger et al. (2011) developed MODFLOW-NWT. In756
MODFLOW-NWT, the Newton method replaces the Picard method used in MODFLOW-2005757
for solving the systems of nonlinear equations that arise when modeling unconfined aquifers.758
Since the Newton method can only be applied to continuous functions, the Upstream-Weighting759
(UPW) package was developed to smooth the horizontal-conductance and storage-change func-760
tions that are otherwise discrete during wetting and drying of a cell. This formulation requires761
a different method for computing the conductance and storage terms, thus the UPW package is762
a replacement for the internal flow packages used in MODFLOW-2005 (Niswonger et al. 2011).763
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The use of MODFLOW-NWT with the UZF1 package, also developed by Niswonger et al.764
(2006), enables a robust simulation of interacting saturated and unsaturated zone processes. The765
UZF1 package models unsaturated flow by approximating Richards Equation in the vertical766
dimension (Eq. 3). First, the package converts a specified precipitation intensity1 to water767
content and then subjects it to unsaturated flow. The unsaturated flow equation is solved768
by using a lead wave and trailing wave to simulate an increase or decrease, respectively, in769
the infiltration rate. These waves propagate with time, elongate due to gravity, and interact770
with one another to set water content at each time and depth. The Brooks-Corey function771
(Brooks & Corey 1966) is used to convert saturated hydraulic conductivity into unsaturated772
hydraulic conductivity K(θ). Precipitation is prevented from infiltrating not only when the773
precipitation rate exceeds the saturated vertical hydraulic conductivity (Hortonian unsaturated774
excess runoff), but also as the water table rises. Moreover, when the water table is higher than775
the land elevation as set in MODFLOW-NWT, GW is discharged to the land surface where776
it can contribute to stream flow (Dunnian saturation excess runoff) (Markstrom et al. 2008).777
However, overland flow of this GW discharge is not considered; rather, the water is routed778
instantaneously to a specified water body. While the predominance of the MODFLOW family779
and availability of UZF1 are a natural fit for the research presented in this thesis, the absence780
of this overland routing functionality within MODFLOW-NWT or its packages necessitates the781
addition of a surface water component.782
783 3.4 SURFACE WATER/GROUNDWATER784
In reality, GW and surface water form a continuous system in which water is exchanged in785
complex ways between the components (Winter & Rosenberry 1998). Freeze & Harlan (1969)786
were the first to formalize it as such in their seminal paper which linked the equations for787
different surface and subsurface flow processes via a shared boundary condition. This structure788
remains as the basis of the most advanced SW/GW models of today, but differences in temporal789
and spatial scales, and the complicated nature of the individual systems alone have historically790
led to the components being modeled separately (Winter 1999; Furman 2008; Markstrom et al.791
2008; Fleckenstein et al. 2010). Such simplifications, which often reduce an entire system to a792
boundary condition, can be beneficial for increasing our knowledge and for some management793
concerns, but there has been a growing desire to manage GW and surface water as a single794
entity (Bouwer & Maddock III 1997; Sophocleous 2002; Furman 2008). This need to model795
the hydrological system holistically has led in recent times to a variety of numerical methods796
intended to enhance our ability to effectively manage these resources together (Fleckenstein797
et al. 2010).798
These techniques can generally be divided by their level of coupling between surface and799
subsurface processes (Fig. 14) (Morita & Chie Yen 2000; Furman 2008). At the first level800
each system is solved independently at each time step.801
1This is somewhat confusingly called infiltration rate by Niswonger et al. (2006), but clarified in
Markstrom et al. (2008).
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Figure 14: The four different numerical coupling schemes: (I) uncoupled; (Ia) degenerated
uncoupled; (II) iterative coupling; and (III) fully coupled (source: Furman 2008).
Here, the solution of one system provides the input boundary condition for the second802
system. Since there is no feedback from the second system on the first, this is considered an803
uncoupled approach (Morita & Chie Yen 2000; Furman 2008). A subgroup of this approach,804
called degenerative uncoupling, models one of the systems as an algebraic equation, rather than805
as a numerical model. The iterative coupling approach extends the uncoupled approach by806
using the solution of the second system as an input to the first in subsequent time steps. The807
final coupling level, fully coupled, solves all equations simultaneously. While this is the most808
complete approach, it is not necessarily the most superior because numerical difficulties often809
arise in attempting to reconcile differences in the equations (Furman 2008).810
The first uncoupled approach that did not use a degenerative approximation was likely that811
of Smith & Woolhiser (1971). They solved the 1D Richards Equation (Eq. 3) to link the surface812
and subsurface systems, but greatly simplified the system by setting the surface boundary con-813
dition to a zero pressure head upon precipitation-induced ponding (Smith & Woolhiser 1971).814
More recently, Yergeau (2010) integrated SWMM and MODFLOW in an uncoupled fashion by815
passing infiltration and evaporation loss values from SWMM to MODFLOW. An iteratively816
coupled model was developed by Govindaraju & Kavvas (1991) to investigate runoff produced817
from saturated zones adjacent to streams. With dozens of documented uses, Groundwater and818
Surface-water FLOW (GSFLOW) is likely the most widely used iteratively coupled model.819
GSFLOW is an open source SW/GW model designed to simulate flow simultaneously over-820
land, within the saturated and unsaturated compartments of the subsurface, and through surface821
water bodies (Markstrom et al. 2008). It utilizes MODFLOW for the GW component, the822
UZF1 package for representing processes in the UZ, and the rainfall/runoff model Precipitation-823
Runoff Modeling System (PRMS), also developed by the USGS. As shown in Figure 15, flux824
between the compartments is controlled by soil moisture and hydraulic head. Rainfall char-825
acteristics, soil properties, and antecedent moisture conditions dictate the rate at which water826
flows from the soil zone (Region 1) to streams and lakes (Region 2). Water flows overland in827
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the cascading wave module of PRMS. This approach routes water through an acyclic network,828
usually by starting at the highest upslope point and traversing downwards until reaching a829
surface water body (Markstrom et al. 2015).830
Figure 15: Conceptual model for the exchange of water between the three regions in
GSFLOW (source: Markstrom et al. 2008).
Interactions between surface water bodies and GW is determined by hydraulic head. When831
the head at a water body is higher than that of the saturated GW zone, water will ‘leak’ from832
the surface water to the GW. In the reverse situation, GW flows as discharge to the surface833
water body. Flow through channels is governed either by using a steady uniform flow solution834
developed by Prudic et al. (2004), or a kinematic wave approximation of the Saint-Venant835
equations. At the interface between Regions 1 and 3 is a ‘gravity reservoir’, which consists836
of water content between field capacity and soil saturation (See Fig. 7 on p. 9). Gravity837
drainage to the subsurface (i.e. infiltration into the UZ) that occurs is dependent upon head838
and the hydraulic conductivities of the unsaturated and saturated zone. If infiltration causes839
the hydraulic head in an underlying MODFLOW cell to rise above the base of the soil zone, the840
gravity reservoir receives GW discharge that can contribute to overland flow. While GSFLOW841
is an integrated model that effectively conserves water mass through its components, it is not842
fully coupled in the sense that these components and the equations that govern the flow of water843
through them are separate, coupled only through iteration.844
A true fully-coupled simulation models both unsaturated and saturated flow by solving the845
full three-dimensional form of Richards Equation. HydroGeoSphere (HGS), developed from a846
GW flow and solute transport model built at the University of Waterloo, follows this approach847
(Therrien & Sudicky 1992). To make HGS a complete hydrologic model, a surface component848
was added in 2002 that models flow through channels using the most complete, diffusive wave,849
approximations of the Saint-Venant equations. These equations, along with Richards Equation,850
are solved simultaneously over a finite-element grid and have been applied in over 40 peer-851
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reviewed publications (Brunner & Simmons 2012) to a variety of problems, such as large-852
scale watershed modeling (Li et al. 2008) and river bank storage processes (Doble et al.853
2012). However, HGS is limited by a steep learning curve and problems common of proprietary854
software, including hidden functionality, software bugs, discrepancies in versions, and price855
(Brunner & Simmons 2012). Further, it is argued that iteratively coupled models may be856
better suited for simulating flow through regional hydrologic systems because the full Richards857
equation requires spatial and temporal discretization that may not accurately reflect saturated858
flow conditions (Furman 2008; Markstrom et al. 2008).859
860 3.5 OBJECTIVES REVISITED861
At the most basic level, all the models described here are different attempts to answer862
the defining question of the hydrological sciences: where does the rain go? (Penman 1961).863
While the question appears simplistic, the variety of techniques outlined here demonstrate864
its complexity, and the great deal of uncertainty that surrounds the topic. This uncertainty865
extends beyond a lack of understanding of physical processes to fundamental epistemological866
questions about how to deal with this lack of understanding itself. On the one hand, advances867
in computing power have led to the development of more and more complicated models that868
strive to account for every process and parameter of a system, following the blueprint developed869
by Freeze & Harlan (1969). However, it is often infeasible, or indeed impossible, to gather the870
data at the scales necessary for such a model to accurately represent a natural system (Beven871
2002). This has led to another school of thought that seeks to let the available data dictate872
which model best fits a study area (Beven 1993). Moreover, some of the simplest models,873
such as the Rational and unit hydrograph methods are still used today because they can enable874
effective decision making. However, such simplified models may not offer sufficient physical875
insights, fundamentally limiting their usefulness (Brunner & Simmons 2012).876
Thus in its current state, this debate is unsettled and unwinnable. Ultimately, model choice877
must be decided by how well it answers the question(s) it was designed for. Especially in878
hydrology, due to the heterogeneity of the natural processes and properties, local conditions879
are an important determinant in a model’s performance. The model designed for this thesis880
essentially seeks to investigate how SLR effects the GW table of a coastal aquifer, and how881
historic precipitation could have caused this changed water table to interact with the land882
surface.883
Thus, a fully-coupled approach was decided against, following the argument of Markstrom884
et al. (2008), that precipitation, infiltration, and GW flow operate at different timescales, and885
the equations that model them should be separated. Since precipitation and infiltration can886
affect GW levels on sub-daily time scales, GSFLOW was not used, which currently operates at887
a daily step (Markstrom et al. 2008). Additionally, the flow routing functionality of PRMS is888
not suitable for urban environments because it is unable to simulate flow through infrastructure.889
Although the setting for this study is primarily undeveloped, there are residential areas that890
could benefit from the use of SWMM’s excellent flow transport capabilities. Therefore, a coupled891
approach is taken here that integrates SWMM and MODFLOW-NWT via the UZF1 package in892
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STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION896
897 4.1 INTRODUCTION898
WNC watershed is located in the southern portion of Virginia Beach, part of the Hampton899
Roads region (Fig. 16). It is a USGS hydrologic unit distinguished by West Neck Creek, a900
tidal creek that runs approximately north-south through the center of the watershed. WNC is901
hydraulically connected to the Chesapeake Bay in the north via the London Bridge Creek and902
Bypass Canal, and to the Currituck Sound in the south via the North Landing River. Land903
use in the ∼87 km2 watershed is comprised mainly of agricultural and wetlands that have been904
protected from urban development since 1979. While largely flat, changes in relief mark the905
boundaries of the hydrologic unit, most notably the Pungo Ridge to the east which rises ∼5 m906
above NAVD88. The average elevation of WNC is ∼2.85 m above NAVD88, but is decreasing907
due to land subsidence from aquifer compaction and glacial rebound (Holdahl & Morrison 1974;908
Scott et al. 2010; Eggleston & Pope 2013). These factors contribute to the area experiencing909
some of the the highest rates of relative SLR in the country, and are already beginning to impact910
valuable infrastructure (Zervas 2009; Wright & Hogan 2008; Li et al. 2012).911
Virginia Beach has a humid subtropical climate characterized by mild, wet winters, and hot,912
humid summers. Precipitation and temperature data recorded at Norfolk International Airport913
and Back Bay Wildlife Refuge indicate averages temperatures range from 4.1° C in January914
to 26.2° C in July over the period 1981-2010.2 From December 12, 1953 to April 30, 2012915
the precipitation has averaged 114.7 cm per year.3 Rainfall amount is fairly constant between916
seasons, but intense storms with higher rainfall in shorter time periods are more prevalent in917
the summer.918
919 4.2 HYDROGEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK920
The study area lies within the Coastal Plain Physiographic Province. Most of the present921
landscape consists of unconsolidated to partly consolidated Pleistocene deposits of the Tabb922
formation (Mixon et al. 1989). The Sedgefield is the oldest Member of the Tabb formation,923
rising about 7 m above sea level to form the Oceana Ridge in the northeastern corner of the924
WNC watershed (Johnson & Berquist 1989). The bottom of the Sedgefield Member is 15 m925
of what is most likely paleochannel fill; the tidal wetlands adjacent to the creek are soft muds,926
further indicative of a paleochannel. The younger Lynnhaven Member covers most of the study927
area and forms flat, poorly drained surficial deposits that are generally less than 6 m deep. The928
Poquoson Member is the youngest part of the Tabb formation and forms the sand deposits of929
the Pungo Ridge, which is the eastern boundary of the study area.930
Beneath these Quaternary sediments is a wedge of Tertiary and Cretaceous strata that931
2Season climate normals computed for 30 year periods are available at: https://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/cdo-web















































































































































thickens and deepens from 0 m in the west to 2000 m in the east (Fig. 17). These layers932
were formed by long-term sea level fluctuations of the Atlantic Ocean that alternate generally933
between fluvial and marine deposits overtop a crystalline bedrock. This variation has produced934
a complicated network of permeable aquifers and less permeable to impermeable confining zones.935
A further complication was introduced when a large meteor or comet crashed into the936
Atlantic during the Tertiary Period, about 35 million years ago (Ma) ago. This impact caused a937
large crater that filled with mixed debris and turned part of a shallow coastal shelf system into938
a deep ocean one (Koeberl et al. 1996; Powars & Bruce 1999; Poag et al. 2004). Seawater939
is thought to have been trapped in this breccia and been chemically transformed into a hyper-940
saline brine as the initial heat from the collision dissipated (Sanford 2003). The top of the941
crater ring is currently located about 300 m below land surface (Koeberl et al. 1996).942
The aquifer system under WNC consists of alternating aquifers and confining layers until943
the bedrock basement, about 600 m below mean sea level (MSL) (Fig. 17). However, only the944
shallow aquifer system, which extends to about 80 m below MSL to the St. Marys confining zone945
is hydraulically connected to the surficial water table (Powars & Bruce 1999). The shallowest946
layer of this system is the surficial aquifer, which is underlain by the Yorktown confining zone947
and the deeper Yorktown-Eastover aquifer (Meng & Harsh 1988; McFarland & Bruce 2006).948
Figure 17: Hydrogeologic framework of the Virginia Coastal Plain Aquifer system. This
study only focuses on the shallow aquifers colored (yellow), and shallow confining units
(black). Adapted from McFarland & Bruce (2006).
The surficial aquifer is primarily unconfined and consists of Quaternary sands; however, it is949
heterogeneous and laterally extensive deposits of clay can cause confining conditions. The water950
table forms the top of the aquifer and its shape mimics the land surface. It is mainly recharged951
by precipitation in excess of ET, varies seasonally, and is within a meter of the surface beneath952
lowlands (McFarland & Bruce 2006).953
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The Yorktown confining zone is a leaky unit that extends throughout the Coastal Plain954
(Meng & Harsh 1988; Powars & Bruce 1999). In most areas it is some tens of meters thick955
and is comprised of silts and clays that retard GW flow. However, the Yorktown confining unit956
is not lithologically uniform, and under WNC watershed there exists interbeds of sand that957
contain water (Smith & Harlow 2002).958
The deepest layer of the shallow system is the Yorktown-Eastover aquifer, which is hetero-959
geneous and consists of fine-grained sediments interspersed with coarse-grained glauconitic and960
fossiliferous quartz sands. It is 30 m or more thick under southern Virginia Beach, and overlies961
the Saint Marys confining unit, which hydraulically separates the shallow aquifer system from962
the deeper units below (McFarland & Bruce 2006).963
964 4.3 DATA COLLECTION965
Geospatial datasets were collected and processed using the GIS ArcGIS by Environmental966
Systems Research Institute (ESRI). Watershed boundaries and wetland locations were obtained967
from the National Hydrography Database (NHD), a vector dataset produced by the USGS.4968
Land-cover data comes from the most current (2010) Coastal Change Analysis Program (C-969
CAP) product (NOAA 2010). A 1 m digital elevation model (DEM) created from high res-970
olution Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data (Dewberry and Davis, LLC 2013) was971
provided by the Center for Geospatial & Visualization Computing at Old Dominion University972
(ODU).5 The National Geographic World Map was used as a baselayer within ESRI ArcMap.6973
Soil data, specifically soil hydrologic groups, collected and maintained by the USGS in the Soil974
Survey Geographic database (SSURGO) database were processed into a convenient ArcGIS975
layer by ESRI and used for this study.976
Climate and precipitation data from January 2011 through December 2012 collected at the977
Norfolk International Airport (ORF) are available through National Centers for Environmen-978
tal Information (NCEI), a series of data centers operated by National Ocean and Atmospheric979
Administration (NOAA).7 ORF was chosen due to its proximity to the study area, full data980
coverage, and the availability of both hourly precipitation and climate data consisting of daily981
minimum and maximum temperatures, and average daily wind speeds. Average evapotranspira-982
tion was generated for southern Virginia Beach using the WebWIMP modeling tool (Matsuura983
et al. 2009).984
Subsurface information was derived mainly from 7 locations where continuous cores and985
downhole geophysical logs were collected in 2002 by the USGS (see Smith & Harlow 2002,986
figure 3). Average annual water level measurements at six water-level monitoring wells are987
obtained from the USGS’s Active Groundwater Level Network (Fig. 16). The wells have988
sporadic measurements from the 1970s-2005 and daily intervals for later periods.8989
Streamflow at the southern end of WNC measured by Caldwell (2001) from March, 1998990
4Data available at: http://nhd.usgs.gov
5Data available at: https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/2013-usgs-lidar-norfolk-va
6Data available at: http://www.arcgis.com/
7Data available at: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/
8Data available at: http://groundwaterwatch.usgs.gov/default.asp
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to July, 1999 is also obtained from the USGS.9 NOAA has modeled future inundation at mean991
higher high water (MHHW) from SLR based on elevation and hydrologic connection to the992
ocean.10 These will be used as a broad comparison against model outputs generated in this993
study. When applicable, data is converted to WGS84 UTM-18N coordinates, and/or NGVD-29994
using the tide gauge at Sewell’s Point.995
9Data available at: https://waterwatch.usgs.gov/?id=ww_past





The techniques laid out in the following chapter are designed to enhance our understanding1000
of the spatial and temporal distribution of GW head and runoff in response to SLR-induced GW1001
rise and precipitation. The complete hydrologic cycle is captured by coupling two numerical1002
models: subsurface dynamics are simulated using the MODFLOW-NWT, while land surface1003
and atmospheric interactions are captured using the SWMM. Each model is solved separately,1004
with solutions from SWMM used as an internal boundary condition for MODFLOW-NWT and1005
vice - versa. A series of scripts written in the programming language Python (Version 2.7)1006
operates the models and manages the data exchange.1007
The following sections detail the model discretization and parameterization of the data for1008
MODFLOW-NWT and SWMM. Next, we document the coupling schematic, and explain how1009
data flows through the models. Finally, we describe the the calibration and methodology for1010
testing the model sensitivity.1011
1012 5.2 MODFLOW-NWT1013
Initial model development was facilitated by the use of Model Muse (Winston 2009), a1014
graphical user interface (GUI) for MODFLOW-NWT and several other hydrologic models. Sub-1015
sequent development utilized a series of Python scripts called FloPy (Bakker et al. 2016) that1016
created the MODFLOW-NWT input files, ran the MODFLOW-NWT program, and assisted1017
in post-processing. The approach taken here was largely based on a larger-scale steady-state1018
solution developed by Smith (2003) that encompasses several watersheds in southern Virginia1019
Beach. Density-dependent flow is not simulated because the large majority of data available in1020
Virginia Beach show negligible pressure gradients between the fresh and slightly saline waters of1021
the study area (Smith 2003). These data also indicate steady-state conditions with respect to1022
average global sea level. The following describes the development of a steady-state simulation,1023
which served to establish the initial conditions for the coupled model.1024
5.2.1 DISCRETIZATION1025
The finite difference grid consists of 51 columns and 74 rows of 200 m x 200 m cells (Fig.1026
18). The active area of the grid, in which GW flow occurs, is confined to WNC watershed1027
as delimited by the NHD. The active area is further constrained to cells that produce surface1028
water runoff to another active cell, resulting in 1459 cells where GW flow occurs. The grid is1029
rotated 19° counterclockwise about the upper left corner, which is located at 400232.64777 E,1030
4072436.50165 N to best match the natural geometry of WNC.1031
The land surface elevation of each model cell was calculated from the mean elevations of the1032
digital elevation model (DEM) using the Zonal Statistics tool in the spatial analysis extension1033
of ArcGis. The model structure consist of seven layers: the surficial and Yorktown-Eastover1034
34
aquifers are each split into equal top and bottom portions to enable accurate representation of1035
differing hydraulic conductivities. The Yorktown-Eastover confining unit is divided into three1036
units: upper and lower confining zones with an aquifer in between, reflective of the interbedded1037
sands indicated by the geophysical logs taken by Smith & Harlow (2002). The geometry of these1038
layers matches that of Smith (2003), which was interpolated using linear variogram Kriging of1039















Figure 18: MODFLOW-NWT discretization and hydraulic conductivities in Layer 1.
Green cells represent wetlands, red represent uplands, and blue are the surface water
body WNC (base map source: National Geographic et al. 2017).
No-flow boundaries surround the watershed and serve as the basement of the Yorktown-1041
Eastover aquifer. WNC, the tidal creek for which the watershed is named, was digitized manu-1042
ally from the NatGeo/Esri base map. The model cells through which it passes are represented1043
as specified head boundaries that do not change within a simulation. The specified, or constant,1044
head boundary cells are initially set to 0.3048 m above NGVD-29, reflecting the average tidal1045
level of the estuary.1046
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5.2.2 PARAMETERS1047
Horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities are usually the greatest sources of uncer-1048
tainty in GW models due to the spatial heterogeneity of the subsurface, and the difficulty of1049
measuring it. However, in southern Virginia Beach they can be considered generally constrained1050
by previous analyses (see Smith 2003, table 2,3). Horizontal hydraulic conductivity is assumed1051
to be greater than vertical due to the stratified hydrogeology of the Atlantic Coastal Plain.1052
This study follows the approach taken by Smith (2003) to specify separate conductivity rates1053
for wetlands and lowlands in the surficial aquifer, and for each unique layer using the UPW1054
package of MODFLOW-NWT (Fig. 18). Horizontal conductivities ranged from 0.22 m/d to 601055
m/d, while vertical conductivities ranged from 0.00039 m/d to 1.219 m/d (Table 1). Aquifers1056
are assumed homogeneous and isotropic, greatly simplifying the calculations needed. Aquifer1057
parameters of specific yield, 0.25, and effective porosity 0.30, are based on the generally sandy1058
soils that characterize WNC watershed (Johnson 1967; Smith 2003).
Table 1: Hydraulic Conductivities (meters/day)
Layers Horizontal Vertical
Layer 1: Upland 7.43 0.000360
Layer 1: Wetland 0.229 1.22
Layer 2 60.0 0.208
Layer 3 6.10 0.00904
Layer 4 16.0 0.00122
Layer 5 6.10 0.00904
Layer 6 7.60 0.008
Layer 7 1.00 0.00122
1059
GW flow is connected to land surface processes using the UZF1 package, described in Section1060
3.3. Infiltration is applied to the land surface and the MODFLOW-NWT flag NUZTOP is set1061
to 3 so that GW recharge to and discharge from occurs at the highest active cell in each vertical1062
column, and specified head cells prevent recharge (Winston 2010).1063
Saturated vertical hydraulic conductivity within the UZ, flag VKS, is set to 0.12 m/d to1064
ensure infiltration is not limited by soil properties, which is accounted for in SWMM. Surface1065
depth is set to 0.3048 m, determining the depth at which interaction between the land surface1066
and UZ occurs. A constant Brooks-Corey exponent of 3.75 influences the relationship between1067
infiltration rate and water content, and minimizes the initial condition error (see Chapter 7.2,1068
p. 58). Extinction water depth, the distance into the subsurface over with evapotranspiration1069
can occur, is set at 3.0 m, based on the vegetative and climate conditions typical of WNC1070
watershed (Shah et al. 2007). An extinction water content of 0.1 reflects the field capacity for1071
the generally sandy soils of the surficial aquifer. The MODFLOW-NWT flag IUZOPT is set to1072
3, so that a file is written and updated for every active cell and stress period. The file contains1073
simulation time, GW hydraulic head, UZ thickness, and a series of depths and water contents1074
in the UZ.1075
The governing GW equation is solved in MODFLOW-NWT using the Newton Linearization1076
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Method (see Section 3.3, p. 21). Parameters are set to the defaults used in FloPy11. These1077
include the ‘COMPLEX’ option, which is used because of the nonlinear nature and intricate1078
SW/GW interactions of the study area.1079
1080 5.3 SWMM1081
The EPA provides SWMM as a binary executable with a GUI, and/or source and make1082
files for compiling it as a command-line executable, Dynamic-Link Library (DLL) (Windows)1083
or Shared-Object Library (SOL) (UNIX-like). The GUI was used for initial model development1084
before compiling SWMM as a SOL. A Python program was written that accesses and operates1085
the C-functions compiled in the SOL. This program was largely based on a similar program1086
designed to run the SWMM DLL (Rian˜o-Bricen˜o et al. 2016).1087
5.3.1 DISCRETIZATION1088
SWMM is discretized to match the MODFLOW-NWT grid as closely as possible (see Fig.1089
19, p. 37). It consists of 1455 200 m x 200 m subcatchments, four less than active MODFLOW-1090
NWT grid cells. Two of the 4 cells represent an engineered water body, Sherwood Lakes, as1091
storage units. The other two represent as outfalls an industrial operation that has artificially1092
lowered the land surface and water table.1093
ArcGIS Flow Direction tool was used to determine outfall locations along the watershed1094
boundary. This tool uses the elevation of each grid cell to calculate its steepest downslope1095
neighbor, an idealized representation of surface water flow direction. If the resulting direction1096
is to an inactive MODFLOW-NWT cell, the location is designated an outfall in SWMM and1097
GW flow is not simulated.The elevations of the subcatchments are the same as those used by1098
active MODFLOW-NWT cells. The bottom elevations of the storage units are set to 3 m below1099
National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29) (Hankerson 2016) and all outfalls inverts1100
are set to NGVD 29, 0 m.1101
WNC is designated by 90 trapezoidal conduits with a maximum depth of 2 m, sides of 0.51102
m, and lengths of 200 m to match the MODFLOW-NWT cell width. The creek was digitized1103
to a polyline using the NatGeo/ESRI base map described above. The width of each conduit1104
was estimated by manually measuring it at its widest location within ArcGis. The conduits1105
are joined together by 91 junction nodes, one per constant-head MODFLOW-NWT cell, and1106
an additional one at each endpoint (inactive cells in MODFLOW-NWT) that serve as final1107
discharge nodes. DEM raster values beneath WNC at each segment were extracted using the1108
Extract by Mask tool. The median value was then calculated using the Zonal Statistics tool1109
and set to the invert elevation of the associated junction. Where necessary to ensure continuous1110
flow through WNC, the conduit inlet offset was raised or lowered above the invert elevation.1111
11See: https://modflowpy.github.io/flopydoc
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Figure 19: SWMM discretization of the northern portion of WNC watershed. Subcatch-
ments are shown as squares. WNC runs approximately north/south through the center
and is shown as a black line with arrows. Outfall nodes are symbolized as triangles,
stream junctions as circles, and storage units as inverted hats near the bottom right. The
dashed lines connected to subcatchments indicate overland runoff is exchanged between
them, and the arrows on WNC show flow direction.
Each junction node receives a constant dry weather inflow to simulate tidal influx. A depth1112
of 0.3048 m is used to reflect the average tidal height of WNC and raised in each SLR scenario,1113
matching MODFLOW-NWT specified head cells. Tidal depth is converted to flow rate in cubic1114




The entire simulation spans July 1, 2011 through December 31, 2012. However, the time1118
from July 1, 2011 to December 1, 2011 was not subject to analysis as it contains unrealistic1119
effects due to the initial forcing (see Section 7.2, p. 34). Hourly time steps are used for both wet1120
and dry periods to enable coupling to MODFLOW-NWT at regular intervals. The kinematic1121
wave option for flow routing is deemed sufficient for the purposes of this study, which is not1122
concerned with streamflow of the tidal creek. Evaporation is calculated from the daily climate1123
data collected at ORF using the Hargreaves method (Hargreaves & Samani 1985).1124
Rainfall, as measured at ORF, drives the simulation. It does not vary spatially in the model,1125
which would add unnecessary complexity. The outlet where runoff is directed to was calculated1126
using the aforementioned Flow Direction tool in ArcGIS. The width of the overland flow path1127
is 200 m, the length of the subcatchment. Percent slope is the mean in the subcatchment, as1128
calculated from the DEM using the Slope tool in ArcGIS.1129
C-CAP is used with the Zonal Statistics tool to calculate the majority land-cover type in1130
each subcatchment. The majority is used to estimate the Manning roughness coefficient for1131
overland flow according to Rossman & Huber (2016, Table 3-5). It is also used to estimate1132
depression storage, the amount of excess precipitation that ponds in a subcatchment before1133
running off or is intercepted by vegetation (also known as initial abstraction) (Rossman 2015,1134
Table A.5). C-CAP was then used with the NOAA Impervious Surface Analyis Tool (ISAT) to1135
determine the percent of impervious surface of each grid cell. A Manning coefficient of 0.0111136
and depression storage of 0 were used for impervious surfaces based on soil type (Rossman &1137
Huber 2016).1138
Infiltration was simulated using the Horton Method, an empirical model that predicts the1139
exponential decay in infiltration capacity over time (Section 2.2, p. 8). This method enabled1140
precipitation to be partitioned into runoff and infiltration based on surface properties alone, and1141
thus does not overlap with infiltration and recharge calculated in the UZF1 package. Infiltration1142
parameters are extremely variable in space and time, an only general estimates are able to be1143
made using the soil properties. Here, the maximum infiltration rate was set to 50 mm/hr, the1144
decay coefficient is 4, and the drying time is 7 days. The minimum infiltration rate is determined1145
by the majority soil hydrologic group at each subcatchment. It is then assigned the minimum1146
rate in the range determined by Musgrave (1955) (see Rossman & Huber 2016, table 4-4).1147
The aquifer compartment and GW elements of SWMM mimic the parameter configuration1148
of MODFLOW. Each subcatchment has a GW zone in which GW head and soil moisture con-1149
tent (SMC) vary spatially and temporally. All subcatchments share one aquifer compartment1150
that is designed in accordance with the surficial aquifer of the study area. Matching MOD-1151
FLOW exactly, porosity is set to 0.3%, saturated vertical hydraulic conductivity to 0.12 m/d,1152
field content is equivalent to specific yield of 0.25%, wilting point is equal to extinction water1153
content of 0.1%, and extinction water depth is 3 m. The fraction of total evaporation avail-1154
able for evapotranspiration in the upper UZ is set to 50% to maintain an even proportion of1155
evaporation from the upper (unsaturated) and lower (saturated) GW zones. The slope of the1156
logarithm of hydraulic conductivity versus moisture deficit curve is set to 25 mm/hr based on1157
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the predominantly sandy soils of the study area. GW flow coefficient A1 was set to 0.0001 m to1158
enable intradaily flow within SWMM that is very similar to the rate of daily steady-state GW1159
flow simulated in MODFLOW1160
The Manning roughness coefficient for the open channeled conduits was set to 0.02. A1161
hydrograph at link 46 was generated, and annual flow was compared to the USGS streamflow1162
gage described above to ensure general accuracy.1163
Initial and maximum depths of the junction nodes are not used in kinematic wave flow1164
routing, as flow is computed based on the inflow and outflow at the nodes rather than the1165
depths of water present. The ponded area at each junction is set to 40,000 m2, the area of the1166
MODFLOW-NWT CHD boundary cell. This area realistically reflects the wetlands and tidal1167
influence around WNC.1168
Each storage unit has a maximum depth of 4 m, and an initial depth of 1 m (Hankerson1169
2016). The saturated hydraulic conductivity acts as the rate of vertical seepage from the bottom1170
of the storage unit to the underlying aquifer, and so is set to the steady-state infiltration rate1171
of 0.28 mm/d. Outfalls serve only as terminal nodes in the network, removing all water they1172
receive. Thus their parameter configuration has no effect on the results.1173
1174 5.4 COUPLED1175
SWMM and MODFLOW-NWT are coupled sequentially such that the output calculated at1176
each model time serves as the input boundary conditions for the other (Fig. 20).1177
SLR is simulated by raising the Constant-Head (CHD) boundary of WNC, following the1178
method used separately by Masterson (2004), Bjerklie et al. (2012), and most recently by Habel1179
et al. (2017). Simulations are run for 0 m (current conditions), 1 m, and 2 m SLR scenarios.1180
The next section describes how data flows between the models. The following sections details1181
the modifications to the source code that enabled this. Finally, the nuances that occur at the1182
boundaries are explained.1183
Initial GW heads and SMC for SWMM are determined by running a calibrated steady-state1184
MODFLOW-NWT simulation. SWMM then simulates 24 hour long time steps, in which it1185
calculates, among other things, infiltration and GW ET rates. MODFLOW-NWT operates on1186
a transient, daily stress period, so the infiltration and ET rates that drive them are summed and1187
written to files. MODFLOW-NWT uses these files to solve the governing GW flow equation,1188
determining GW head and SMC in the UZ. When GW head comes within a specified distance to1189
the land surface (parameter SURFDEP), the UZF1 package calculates discharge of GW to land1190
as discussed in Section 3.3 (p. 23). A formatted ASCII file containing head information, and1191
a binary file with the discharge rates are updated at time step. For each grid cell that doubles1192
as a SWMM subcatchment, a ‘gage’ file is updated that contains the SMC of the unsaturated1193
zone. These values are extracted from the files and passed to SWMM for use in the subsequent1194
24, hour-long time steps.1195
The MODFLOW-NWT source Fortran code was modified such that it would wait for the1196
SWMM simulation to write the infiltration and GW ET rates, and write a file to signify that it1197
had completed a stress period. The former was achieved by simply having the program wait until1198
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Figure 20: Flowchart of coupled programs. Each daily MODFLOW-NWT time step
calculates hydraulic head, GW discharge, and SMC which are converted to SWMM input
values. 24 hourly SWMM time steps use these to calculate infiltration and GW ET. Once
the smaller SWMM time steps are equivalent to the MODFLOW-NWT time step, these
values are passed to MODFLOW-NWT and the simulation time continues.
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a file was written to disk in conjunction with the GFortran SLEEP function. The files containing1199
the head results, as well as those containing the UZ results, needed to be flushed in order for1200
SWMM to obtain the complete results (the file was truncated otherwise). This was accomplished1201
using the gfortran FLUSH function within the gwf2bas7 NWT.f and gwf2uzf1 NWT.f source1202
codes. It is also noteworthy that MODFLOW-NWT holds all files open for the duration of1203
the simulation. This made it necessary to increase the open file limit of the operating system1204
(MacOS Sierra).1205
The SWMM source C code was extended with a variety of ‘cosimulation’ functions developed1206
by Rian˜o-Bricen˜o et al. (2016) to interact with the SWMM simulation at each time step. These1207
functions were not directly applicable to the coupling designed here, but provided the foundation1208
on which to build the necessary methodology. Several functions were developed which access1209
the structures in SWMM of each subcatchment that hold the pertinent data: GW head, UZ1210
moisture content, infiltration and GW ET. A member was added to the GW structure to hold1211
the GW discharge rates calculated by the UZF1 package, converted to SWMM units. It is then1212
added to the ponded depth member of the subcatchment’s pervious subarea structure, where1213
it evaporates or contributes to runoff.1214
SWMM was compiled as a SOL, and a Python script was written utilizing the built-in1215
ctypes library which enables calling functions in external libraries. Thus, SWMM was controlled1216
entirely using Python programs, which greatly facilitated the exchange of data between the two1217
models. After running a day of hourly timesteps in SWMM, Python accessed the C structures1218
to obtain and write to disk the infiltration and ET rates, and subsequently wrote the file1219
MODFLOW-NWT needed to simulate a stress period. The files written by MODFLOW-NWT1220
were then read into the Python program, formatted and passed into the C structures before1221
running the next 24 hourly time steps in SWMM.1222
Special consideration has to be taken when the GW head gets within a specified distance1223
of the land surface (controlled by the surface depth parameter mentioned above). First, the1224
SMC of the UZ is set to porosity in SWMM, since there is no UZ - the subsurface is fully1225
saturated. Second, GW ‘leaks’ to the land surface and the GW head drops accordingly. This1226
water is removed from the MODFLOW-NWT simulation and the GW head value that is passed1227
to SWMM is artificially lowered below the land surface. The inconsistency is due to the time1228
step differences in the two models: the hours in which GW head should be at the land surface1229
in SWMM is masked by the daily value calculated in MODFLOW.1230
This is accounted for by passing SWMM the GW head value 0.05 m below land surface1231
instead of the value calculated by MODFLOW-NWT when a location is experiencing surface1232
leakage (Fig. 21). The 0.05 m ‘surface threshold’ (Table 2) is set to prevent numerical instability1233
that arises in SWMM when the GW head is exactly equal to the land surface.1234
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Figure 21: Head comparison between SWMM and MODFLOW-NWT. The top panel
shows GW head in MODFLOW-NWT and SWMM diverging when the GW head ap-
proaches the land surface. This is caused by surface leakage, shown in the bottom panel,
in which GW is discharging from MODFLOW-NWT model cells to the land surface.
Hydraulic head in SWMM is manually forced to be near the land surface to overcome
the artificial decrease caused by time step resolution differences in the two models.
1235 5.5 CALIBRATION AND SENSITIVITY1236
The configurations described above represent the best estimates based on available data.1237
However, as most of the data are estimates themselves or lumped representations of varying1238
characteristics, this model representation of the real world is subject to uncertainty. To overcome1239
some of this uncertainty, each model is calibrated separately for a SLR scenario of 0.0 m, which is1240
representative of current conditions. The calibrated model, which had a root mean square error1241
(RMSE) of 0.692 m calculated by subtracting each measured water level from the equivalent1242
simulated water level, is then tested for sensitivity by varying individual parameters (Table 2).1243
A rigorous calibration and sensitivity analysis were beyond the scope of this study, and would1244
have required the collection of a variety of data, such as shallow GW head and stream discharge1245
(for better quantifying the rainfall-runoff relationship and infiltration rates). However, this does1246
not negate the usefulness of the model for understanding the relationship between sea level rise,1247
water table location and runoff.1248
Smith (2003) calibrated conductivities to water levels in 38 wells using the parameter esti-1249
mation software WinPEST® (Doherty 2004), achieving a RMSE of 0.607 m of measured to1250
simulated water levels for a steady-state simulation. These conductivities served as the initial1251
estimates for this study, but were manually adjusted to best match simulated water levels to1252
the average water levels of the six monitoring wells within WNC watershed (Fig. 18, p. 34).1253
The adjustments stayed near the bounds estimated by previous methods (see Smith 2003, table1254
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2.3).1255
The SWMM simulation used GW heads and SMC as computed by the calibrated steady-1256
state MODFLOW-NWT simulation as starting GW head and SMC. SWMM was then calibrated1257
simply by comparing the ET, runoff, and infiltration calculated to the overall expected water1258
budget for southern Virginia Beach. ET was calculated using the WebWimp tool, described1259
in Section 4.3 (p. 31). Infiltration was based on the steady-state GW recharge rate previously1260
calibrated by Smith (2003). Surface runoff is then the difference between precipitation, ET and1261
GW recharge.1262
Sensitivity of the coupled model to hydraulic conductivities was tested by raising and low-1263
ering the bulk rates by 15%. Thus, the spatial variance of the rates was not tested and is an1264
area ripe for further analysis. Sensitivity to specific SWMM and MODFLOW-NWT parame-1265
ters was tested by altering an individual parameter and running a full, coupled simulation. It1266
was not feasible to simulate every parameter due to the ∼24 hour computer run-time of one1267
SLR scenario. Thus, parameters were chosen based on their relevance to infiltration and ET,1268
the primary model forcings. Total infiltration and ET are used to assess the sensitivity of the1269
forcings to the changed parameter. Total runoff is used to assess the sensitivity of the model1270
results, both of runoff and as a proxy for GW head at the land surface since given the same1271
precipitation, change in runoff is only caused by a change in UZ storage.1272
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Table 2: Parameters Tested for Sensitivity
ID Parameter Low Med High
M1 Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity12 85% 100% 115%
M2 Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity12 85% 100% 115%
M3 Surface Threshold 0.025 0.05 0.1
S1 % Impervious 12 75% 100% 125%
S2 Subcatchment Width 100 (m) 200 (m) 400 (m)
S3 Conductivity Slope 5 25 45
S4 % GW ET from UZ 0.25% 0.5% 0.75%
S5 Max Infiltration Volume 30 (mm) Unlimited NA
S6 Infiltration Decay Coefficient 2 4 8
S7 Infiltration Dry Time 1 (day) 7 (days) 14 (days)
S8 Manning Coefficient 50% 100% 200%
S9 Storage Depth 50% 100% 200%
U1 Brooks-Corey Epsilon 2.5 3.75 5
U2 Porosity 0.25% 0.30% 0.35%
U3 Specific Yield 0.21% 0.25% 0.29%
U4 ET Extinction Water Content 0.05 0.1 0.15
U5 ET Extinction Depth 1.5 (m) 3 (m) 4.5 (m)
U6 Saturated Vertical Conductivity 0.06 (m/d) 0.12 (m/d) 0.18 (m/d)
U7 Surface Leak Depth 0.1524 (m) 0.3048 (m) 0.6096 (m)





This chapter presents the results generated by the coupled MODFLOW-NWT/SWMM sim-1277
ulation. The overall objective of this work was to investigate the influence of SLR on the tem-1278
poral and spatial variations of GW over the course of a year. From this, insights were gleaned1279
into the effects on runoff generation and the distance from the land surface to the GW table1280
(DTW).1281
This chapter is divided into four main sections. Section 6.2 summarizes the model results,1282
giving a general overview of the effects of SLR on GW recharge, ET, and position of the GW1283
table. Second, changes in runoff generation in WNC over time are presented. The third section,1284
shows the effects of SLR on the DTW. Finally, the sensitivity of these results are demonstrated1285
by showing how they change as a result of the model parameterization. We explore the changes1286
in time and space separately, which enables a better understanding of the challenges posed to1287
the built and natural environments.1288
1289 6.2 GENERAL1290
Precipitation and ET are the main forcings that drive GW recharge in the WNC watershed.1291
Recharge contributes to the flow of GW, determining water table position and runoff production1292
by saturation excess. Figure 22 shows how these drivers change over the time period of a year1293
in response to SLR. As expected, recharge reflects the precipitation pattern, and ET oscillates1294
seasonally in response to temperature. Recharge is subdued in higher SLR scenarios as a higher1295
water table prevents surficial infiltration and subsequent percolation. The effect of SLR is1296
most apparent during intense or prolonged precipitation, such as between May and August. In1297
September, when there is a relatively small amount of precipitation, there is little difference in1298
GW recharge between scenarios because GW head is not impacting the UZ.1299
Inversely, GW ET increases with SLR as there is more moisture available to meet the1300
demand for water by plants performing photosynthesis. SLR has the greatest impact during1301
the peak summer months July and August, when this ET demand is highest. The effect of SLR1302
is all but negligible during the winter months when the full ET demand is met by the current1303
conditions (no SLR).1304
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Figure 22: Monthly changes in GW recharge and ET due to SLR. From December 1,
2011 to November 30, 2012.
Both GW recharge and GW ET show a more pronounced effect from a 0 m to 1 m change1305
in SLR than from a 1 m to 2 m change. This difference is caused by the hypsometry of WNC1306
watershed. As shown in Figure 23, there are a large number of cell counts less than 1 m above1307
NGVD 29.1308
As expected, these low elevation areas surround WNC estuary (Fig. 24). With a 1 m SLR,1309
many of these locations experiences changes in the UZ zone, permitting the GW table to interact1310
with the land surface, and affecting GW recharge and ET. A 2 m SLR, while extending further1311
horizontally than a 1 m SLR, does not contribute a great deal more because the majority of1312
impacted cells had an UZ small enough that a 1 m SLR scenario shrank it to 0. Had a 3 m or1313
4 m SLR scenario been simulated, there would likely have been a substantial impact due to the1314
large amount of land with elevations in this range.1315
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Figure 24: Land surface elevations within WNC watershed.
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Figure 25 shows how the average GW head changes over the course of a year. Simulated1316
SLR raises the overall GW head in WNC watershed. The most notable change is the increase1317
in head of the maximum frequencies. This increase occurs mainly for heads below ∼3 m, which1318
are located in the low lying area surrounding WNC.1319
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Figure 25: Frequency distribution of average annual GW head for each SLR scenario.
The top panel shows the histogram for each scenario separately. In the bottom panel,
the frequencies of the GW head occurrences for each scenario are plotted against one
another, highlighting the shift in maximum frequencies and the negligible effects of SLR
on heads greater than ∼3 m
Figure 26 shows the effects of the simulated SLR on the spatial distribution of GW head.1320
GW head decreases with distance from tidal boundary, as described in Chapter 2 (p. 10). As1321
with the changes in GW recharge and ET, there is a more pronounced change from a 0 m to 11322
m SLR than from a 1 m to 2 m SLR due to the topography of the watershed (Fig. 23).1323
The spatial pattern of head changes reflect the wetland configuration of hydraulic conduc-1324
tivities, which have a higher vertical, and lower horizontal, rate than the nonwetland (upland)1325
configuration (Fig. 18, p. 34). The faster vertical conductivity rates of these cells permit greater1326
infiltration, recharge, and subsequently higher GW head at these locations than the majority1327
of the watershed. This indicates a high impact of conductivity rates on the results, amplifying1328
the importance of sensitivity testing (Section 6.5).1329
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Figure 26: Difference in average GW head resulting from simulated SLR.
1330 6.3 RUNOFF1331
The effects of SLR on total runoff can be seen in Figure 27. Clearly, SLR has a minimal1332
effect on runoff generation. WNC is characterized by soils with slow infiltration rates. Thus,1333
runoff is mainly caused by precipitation rates that exceed the infiltration capacity of the soils.1334
The spatial distribution of how runoff changes with SLR is shown in Figure 28. Thus, the1335
changes in runoff reflect the locations that experienced changes in GW head (Fig. 26, p. 49),1336
and this result is likewise sensitive to the spatial distribution of hydraulic conductivity and1337
topography. SLR contributes to runoff via saturation excess, by reducing the storage capacity1338
of the UZ to 0.1339
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Figure 27: Monthly averaged runoff rate from December 1, 2011 to November 30, 2012.
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Figure 28: Difference in average runoff volume resulting from simulated SLR.
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1340 6.4 DEPTH TO WATER1341
Figure 29 shows the effects of SLR on DTW. Each panel shows the amount of time over the1342
course of a year that the GW table is within a specified distance of the land surface. The top two1343
panels, which represent the shallowest depth to the water tables of 0.1524 m (6 in) and 0.30481344
m (12 in) respectively, exhibit notable changes. First, a SLR of 1 m substantially increases the1345
amount of area that is permanently within 0.1524 m (0.5 ft). For the 0.3048 (1 ft) DTW case,1346
there is a less pronounced, but still prominent increase in the amount of area affected for the1347
4000 - 7000 hour range. Where these changes are occurring has important implications for the1348
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Figure 29: Distance from land surface to the GW table expressed as time per percent of
the study area.
1350 6.5 SENSITIVITY1351
Figure 30a shows that infiltration is most sensitive to the percentage of ET occurring in the1352
UZ relative to that occurring in the saturated zone (S4). With less ET occurring in the UZ,1353
more water is able to remain in the UZ as infiltration rather than being lost as ET. Intuitively,1354
total infiltration is also greatly impacted by setting a hard limit on the maximum infiltration1355
volume (S5). With increased SLR scenarios, infiltration becomes more sensitive to porosity1356
(U2). As porosity and DTW decrease, water is more often prevented from entering the soil as1357
infiltration.1358
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As shown in Figure 30b, ET is more sensitive to parameter configurations than infiltration.1359
It is most sensitive to lowering the maximum possible infiltration volume (S5), which causes1360
more runoff and thus surface water that is more easily evaporated than subsurface infiltration.1361
Similar to infiltration ET is also sensitive to the amount of ET occurring in the UZ relative to the1362
saturated zone (S4); water is more easily transpired from the shallower UZ than from deeper1363
GW. ET is also increased substantially by decreasing porosity (U2) and increasing specific1364
yield/field capacity (U3H). The former, similar to lowering the maximum possible infiltration1365
volume, causes more runoff that is more easily evaporated than subsurface water. Increasing1366
specific yield and field capacity increases the amount of water held in the subsurface and allows1367
for additional ET. Finally, altering vertical hydraulic conductivity (M3) has a noticeable effect1368
on ET. Increasing the conductivity lowers infiltration because the infiltrating water can percolate1369
through the UZ and beyond the root zones of plants at faster rates.1370
Results from parameter configuration S4 are show in Figures 31 and 32. The S4 parameter1371
controls how much ET comes from the unsaturated zone as compared to the saturated zone.1372
Since both both infiltration (Fig. 30a) and ET (Fig. 30b) are highly sensitive to S4, it is used1373
to demonstrate the general effects of a changed parameter on the results shown in Figures 271374
and 29.1375
Figure 31 shows the percent change between the original and altered parameter simulation.1376
Change in runoff depth decreases as SLR increases because some runoff is already being produced1377
by the shallower DTW during higher SLR scenarios, thus mitigating the impact of changed ET.1378
Importantly, there are some drastic differences between this and the default scenario, around1379
40% in some cases, which demonstrates the importance of sensitivity testing.1380
Much more of the study area experiences higher groundwater levels in the new scenario1381
(Fig. 32). Since more ET is being pulled from the UZ, rather than the saturated zone, there1382
is greater porosity in the UZ, and thus the water table is free to rise. For the situation shown1383
(DTW ≤ 0.1524 m and DTW ≤ 0.4572 m), there is a substantial effect from this parameter1384
change.1385
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(a) Sensitivity of total infiltration from Dec 1, 2011 to Nov 31, 2012. Each marker type indicates
a simulation with a changed parameter. The markers have been jittered for easier visualization.
See Table 2 in Chapter 5 (p. 44) for a full description of the ID in the legend. The ID is followed
by an H or L indicating the high or low scenario.
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(b) Sensitivity of total evaporation from Dec 1, 2011 to Nov 31, 2012. Note that total evapora-
tion is the sum of GW ET and surface water ET.
Figure 30: Sensitivity of model forcings to individual parameters.
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Figure 31: Change in runoff rate between default and S4H parameter configuration.
Figure 32: Comparison of DTW expressed as time per percent of the study area between




1388 7.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS1389
The results presented above demonstrate the potential for the often under-appreciated effects1390
of SLR-induced GW rise to become a damaging hazard to WNC communities and ecosystems.1391
However, the possible futures simulated in this research serve as a first step in developing1392
foresight. Most of these potential damages arise from the increased interactions of GW levels1393
with subsurface infrastructure. Additional runoff is less of a concern because of the prevalent1394
soils in WNC, which have slow infiltration rates. This causes most of the runoff to be produced1395
by these soil properties rather than higher water tables reducing UZ storage to 0. The sensitivity1396
analysis generally provides encouraging results, in that changes in most parameters do not have1397
excessively large effects on forcing variables.1398
Several previous studies have compared the relative contributions of marine (tidal) and1399
groundwater inundation to coastal flooding for future possible SLR scenarios (see: Rotzoll &1400
Fletcher (2012); Manda et al. (2015); Moss (2016)). They have separately found that groundwa-1401
ter inundation contributes as much as, if not more, to flooding than does tidal flooding. These1402
circumstances was investigated here by comparing the results from the coupled MODFLOW-1403
NWT-SWMM model to data from the NOAA SLR-Viewer1404
First, we explored the spatial extent of the average annual DTW by locating cells where SLR1405
had caused changes to the GW table that brought it within 0.3048 m (1 ft) of the land-surface.1406
This was considered a hazardous depth with the potential to interact with multiple types of1407
infrastructure as well as the roots of a variety of plant species. The 1 m scenario was chosen to1408
demonstrate these effects because it has a more pronounced effect (see Section 6.2, p. 45), and1409
is likely of more immediate concern. Next, we compared cells that met these criteria to tidal1410
flooding for a 3 foot13 SLR by overlaying the NOAA SLR-Viewer data in ArcGIS.1411
Figure 33 shows two groups of cells that experienced relatively large changes in DTW1412
that brought the water table within 0.3048 m (1 ft) of the land-surface. The left inset map1413
area is characterized by residential developments, while the right inset is mainly comprised of1414
freshwater forested wetlands. The light blue shaded area indicates the horizontal extent of1415
inundation by WNC at MHHW for the three foot SLR scenario modeled by the NOAA Sea-1416
Level Rise Viewer. This result demonstrates the potential for GW head to not only interact1417
with subsurface components of the environment, but also to extend beyond the influence of1418
tidally induced flooding.1419
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Figure 33: A selection of cells whose DTW is brought within 0.3048 m (1 ft) of the land-
surface by SLR. The left inset is focused on a residential area, while the right is comprised
mainly of a freshwater forested wetland. The blue shading indicates areas experiencing
tidal flooding at MHHW for a 0.9144 m (3 ft) SLR scenario (base map source: ESRI
et al. 2017).
These results are particularly important for stakeholders within ∼1 km of the tidal water1420
bodies, those that will be most affected by GW rise. Sewage networks should be constructed1421
to handle greater capacities, to account for both higher tides and the possibility of higher tides1422
occurring with more intense rainfalls. Materials for important subsurface infrastructure, such1423
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as utility lines and septic tanks should be tolerant of salt, as they will be increasingly exposed to1424
brackish and saline waters. Residential developers must recognize that structural foundations1425
and basements may be continuously subject to corrosion and flooding.1426
Further, longer term adaptation strategies should begin to be contemplated, especially as1427
new research continues to increase the severity of future SLR projections (Sweet et al. 2017).1428
As SLR expands the extent of tidal water bodies, the potential for negative consequences of1429
GW rise migrates inland, further affecting the built and natural environment.1430
The results from the sensitivity analysis are essential for guiding future data collection1431
efforts to assist in these concerns. Primarily, as indicated by the sensitivity of model results1432
to parameter S4 (see Fig. 31, p. 55 and Fig. 32, p. 55) a better understanding of ET rates1433
in the UZ and the subsurface geology will greatly alleviate uncertainties in these results. The1434
former will require a high-resolution analysis of vegetation and soil properties within WNC1435
watershed. The heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivities is particularly important for better1436
quantifying GW flow, and thus the lateral extent of influence of the tidal boundary. A network1437
of shallow water monitoring wells is needed to understand the initial position of the water table,1438
and moreover, how it fluctuates in response to precipitation events. This would then enable a1439
better representation of the partitioning of precipitation events into infiltration and runoff. A1440
grid of stream-gages monitoring flow through WNC would be of great use for understanding1441
the movement of water overland, enabling further insight into the rainfall/runoff relationship1442
within WNC.1443
An important consideration in choosing WNC watershed as the study area for this research1444
was that it is representative a typical watershed of the Atlantic Coastal Plain. Stretching from1445
the New York Bight to Georgia and Florida, most of the aquifer systems in this physiographic1446
province have been shaped by successive sea level rise and fall over geologic time scales (Powars1447
et al. 2016). They therefore resemble WNC watershed, with alternating layers of fine clay1448
confining units and vast sandy aquifers. The land surface is similarly characterized by low1449
elevations and little relief, and thus it is reasonable to infer that the rainfall/runoff relationship1450
and GW flow rates will reflect those of WNC. While further work would need to be done to use1451
this model in urban environments, such as incorporating water management infrastructure, this1452
is feasible with the flow-routing capabilities of SWMM. Thus, though the results shown in this1453
work are not valid for the entire region they serve as a proof-of-concept and a starting point of1454
inquiry for local water management concerns along the Atlantic Coast.1455
1456 7.2 LIMITATIONS1457
A main shortcoming of this study was the inability to better represent the surficial properties1458
of WNC watershed. By discretizing SWMM into 40000 m2 cells to match the MODFLOW-1459
NWT grid, heterogeneities in topography, soil type, and many other parameters were effectively1460
‘lumped’ together, masking their potential influence on infiltration and/or runoff. However, as1461
discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 15), even the highest resolution models assume homogeneous units1462
at the scale of discretization. Because this study was mainly focused on the movement of GW,1463
the representative element size was chosen to better match the relatively smaller spatial scale1464
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of GW flow, rather than surface water processes.1465
A second source of uncertainty implicit in hydrological modeling is the effect of the initial1466
conditions on the simulation. At the start of a model run, antecedent soil-moisture conditions1467
and DTW are important in determining how the catchment will respond, but data on their1468
spatial patterns are generally lacking (Ivanov et al. 2004; Noto et al. 2008; Ajami et al. 2014).1469
This study assumed steady-state conditions, with groundwater recharge equal to groundwater1470
discharge over a multiyear period, as a starting point following Smith (2003). This overcame1471
some of the difficulties identified by Ajami et al. (2014), but the effects of the initial forcings can1472
be seen in the Figure 34. The transient simulation has a ∼6 month ‘initialization’ period before1473
stabilizing with respect to forcing via precipitation and infiltrating recharge. This initialization1474
period was therefore excluded in the analysis of the model results.1475
Effects of Initial Conditions
Figure 34: Effects of initial conditions on GW head. Only results after December 1, 2012
were used in this research.
A third source of uncertainty is that this study modeled WNC as a static boundary, instead1476
of simulating oscillating tides. In reality, WNC will expand laterally with SLR, inundating1477
wetland areas and driving expansion of new. This in turn extends the extent SLR impacts GW1478
levels, potentially affecting a much larger area than these results indicate.1479
1480 7.3 CONCLUSIONS1481
These limitations highlight the need, as with all scientific studies, for future work. This1482
study focused on an undeveloped watershed with a sole tidal creek influenced by SLR. We took1483
a modeling approach, that coupled the GW flow model MODFLOW-NWT and the rainfall-1484
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runoff model SWMM to simulate the full hydrologic cycle. Using these models enabled us to1485
create a robust tool that can be used in diverse settings, and can capture the spatial variability1486
of a study area better than a simple analytical model. Since the most important finding was1487
the increase of the water table surrounding WNC, future work should focus on developed areas1488
with infrastructure near tidal bodies. Norfolk, Virginia is a prime area for such work as it is1489
primarily urban and abuts the Chesapeake Bay with a number of estuaries that extend inland1490
from it, most notably the Elizabeth River. However to model SLR-induced GW-rise and the1491
resulting interactions with subsurface with enough accuracy to make sound decisions requires a1492
large data collection effort which would include dense measurements of hydraulic conductivity1493
and a well established network of shallow GW monitoring wells.1494
Under even the best case scenarios, SLR will be an increasing threat to coastal communities,1495
and by extension, inland communities, for decades and centuries to come. Successful mitigation1496
of, and adaptation to, these hazards relies on sound decision making based on the best scien-1497
tific information available. The results of this study, while only a preliminary investigation,1498
contribute to this information and serve as a basis for future inquiries. The effects of SLR,1499
combined with historic precipitation, are shown to have the potential to cause GW levels to rise1500
to levels that pose risks to underground infrastructure and ecosystems in the tidal watershed1501
of WNC in Virginia Beach. Going forward, all stakeholders, from private citizens to elected1502
officials, must work together to use the knowledge available, while co-creating the knowledge1503
necessary to effectively manage the all important resource of water now, and in the future.1504
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